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PREFACE 

Athanasius of Alexandria is an important transition figure in 
the Patristic period especially with respect to Christology. His 
seminal work in defense of Christ's divinity came to form the 
nucleus for an organized body of doctrine on the mystery of 
Jesus Christ 1 . The purpose of our investigation is to analyze the 
concepts of divinization and spiritualization in the nascent 
theology of Athanasius. Even a cursory scan of the literature 
reveals that we certainly are not the first ones to delve into the 
topic. What is of special interest to us is his soteriologic perspec
tive of man's redemption, namely, that Our Lord must be divine 
because he can divinize us 2 . The status quaestionis on divinization 
in Athanasius is difficult to summarize because studies on the 
topic are so varied. Most authors have addressed a broad spectrum 
of themes in an attempt to analyze important factors in the pro
cess. The principal purpose of this work was not to study 
divinization per se, but rather to create a body of Christological 
concepts including the essential elements of his theological defense 
of Christ's divinity. 

Athanasius has been studied from the point of view of his 
anthropology 3, his perception of creation 4, and the Christian 
ascesis in the famous Vita Antonii 5 . There is an abundant 
literature on his symbolic and metaphoric expressions 6 , his 
pneumatology 7, Christology 8 and ecclesiology9. Although this is 
only a representative sample of a few noteworthy scientific ar
ticles, it does give us an idea of the diversity of subjects 
Athanasius dealt with and the profound influence he had on 
theological thought. All of these areas provide interesting and 
valuable contributions to our understanding of Athanasian 
theology. However, I believe that a more synthetic vision of his 
doctrine on divinization and the spiritualization of man by the 
Holy Spirit is of particular interest. Therefore, I have attempted 
to analyze several of Athanasius' treatises with the intention of ar
ticulating these disparate subjects in a partial synthesis of his 
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theological system. This has been an effort to penetrate his own 
mind and interpret what underlying concept he entertained con
cerning Christ and soteriology. 

The principal sources used to elaborate this project were 
volumes 25-27 of J .P. Migne's Patrologiae Graecae. I also consulted 
other patristic sources such as the Patres Apostolicae of X. Funk 
and G.-H. Opitz's Athanasius Werke. In addition, a very valuable 
series of secondary sources, English and French translations of 
Athanasius' works, enabled me to search for interesting passages. 
This directed our attention to the critical editions where we have 
directly analyzed the Greek text on several occasions. One of the 
most valuable of the translated works was A. Robertson's edition 
of Athanasius' principal works. The English translation of that 
was in large part the fruit of J . H . Newman's reading of 
Athanasius' works. R.W. Thomson's Contra gentes-De incarnatione 
Verbi has also been helpful to us during the course of this project. 

Our method was designed to center upon several central 
ideas or themes that could serve as points of contact with 
Athanasius' theology. For example, we identify some important 
fundamental notions of Christology which demonstrate the impor
tance of Athanasius as an initiator of the systematization of that 
discipline. Another approach that has proved useful was to study 
key events in the history of salvation such as the original state of 
Adam, original sin, the fall, and so forth. More concretely, I have 
selected a large number of verses from Athanasius' most impor
tant works: Contra gentes-De incarnatione Verbi, Contra arianos 
and the Epistolae ad Serapionem in order to analyze his 
soteriologic system. We occasionally present a more literal transla
tion of verses when it provides an interesting insight into his 
original thought. 

The original dissertation was divided into five chapters and 
an epilogue. Chapter One discusses the original condition of 
Adam prior to the Fall as a contemplative soul gifted with a 
special grace and power by God. His contemplation was directed 
toward the Word as the point of union with the Godhead. 
However, this activity was also directed toward self-knowledge, or 
knowledge of God in the soul. Since man was created in the im
age and likeness of the Logos, he could discover God's presence in 
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himself as if looking in a mirror. Chapter Two describes original 
sin from several different perspectives. First, we see that the Fall 
blinded the nous, the intellectual point of contact with divine 
things; and second, this separation from God was possible because 
man had been made to act with freedom. The most important ef
fect of original sin was the dominion of matter over the spirit, 
which led to the loss of his inherited immortality. 

Chapter Three explains the reason for the Incarnation of the 
Word and some aspects of his Christology. The Word became 
man so that, possessing a human body, he could die for our sins. 
Redemption was the liberation from the corruption of sin and the 
dominion of Satan. Athanasius places very strong emphasis upon 
the opportuneness of the Incarnation. God could have saved us by 
merely remitting the debt, but we would not have been fully 
aware of the change nor capable of collaborating with salvation 
because the nous would have remained shrouded in ignorance. The 
renovation of the soul, re-born or re-created by the Holy Spirit, 
elevates our nature once again to dialogue with the Word. 
Chapters Four and Five are detailed presentations of the 
soteriology of Athanasius. There we describe his ideas on media
tion, the re-creation of man in Christ, merit, expiation, Christ's 
priesthood and his personal sacrifice. We are justified and sanc
tified in Christ, and renewed to a better state by being incor
porated into his «mystical body». Man becomes a temple of 
Christ's Spirit by participation in the Son's natural and eternal 
divine filiation. 

Chapter Six deals with the Holy Spirit, which is the topic 
we have reproduced in this extract. Our investigation 
demonstrates some key elements on the activity of the Holy 
Spirit in the divinization of the soul and the spiritualization of 
the body. Athanasius offers us some valuable insights, albeit in a 
primitive form as yet. Probably the most intriguing idea here con
cerns the notion of the Holy Spirit as the seal by which Christ 
himself imprints his image in the soul. The Spirit of the Son is 
Jesus Christ's instrument of divinization, and we participate in the 
Spirit as the very principle of our life. The Christian is inserted 
into a «spiritual crucible» or «mold» so as to be conformed to the 
image of the Lord. Just as the Holy Spirit intervened in the Incar
nation of Christ, he also acts in man's incorporation into the 
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«mystical body» of the Church. The Spirit is the vehicle of com
munication between God and man. It is he who is the «spirit of 
filiation», who inserts us into the body of Christ and makes us 
temples of God. 

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Prof. Dr. D. 
Lucas Francisco Mateo-Seco, the director of this dissertation. His 
valuable comments during the development of this work and con
stant encouragement has made this task enjoyable. I also express 
my gratitude to the members of the examining tribunal who of
fered many helpful suggestions during the defense of the thesis. 
The assistance of Rev. Paul O'Callaghan, who originally suggested 
the topic of study but was not able to actively collaborate in its 
finalization, has been of great help and inspiration. His observa
tions and suggestions over the past couple of years have been 
most useful. Finally, I dedicate this work to the memory of St. 
Athanasius, a man who has inspired great things in the lives of 
many Christians, and to the Blessed Virgin Mary, the Mother of 
all Christians. 
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THE SOTERIOLOGY OF SAINT 
ATHANASIUS OF 

ALEXANDRIA. THE 
CONFORMATION OF THE 

CHRISTIAN TO CHRIST 
IN THE HOLY SPIRIT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

St. Athanasius of Alexandria has been studied from many-
points of view. He set the foundations for a systematic approach 
to Christology, advanced the Pauline ecclesiology of Christ's 
«mystical body», and probed the significance of the Word as the 
Lord of creation. An essential element of his theology was a cor
rect Christian anthropology concerning the original and the fallen 
Adam. Adam was the type for the human race, the representative 
man, who forfeited his friendship with God and that of all 
humanity. Athanasian pneumatology is dependent upon all of 
these core disciplines. Although Athanasius was not a systematic 
theologian, he was an intuitive and incisive defender of or
thodoxy. His writings present many intriguing and suggestive 
ideas that are still valuable today. This study was designed to in
vestigate his pneumatology, and in particular, the role of the Holy 
Spirit in man's sanctification. Our task required imposing an 
order or systematization not explicitly formulated by Athanasius. 
We hope this has been done without introducing ideas that are 
foreign to his own original thought. 

Athanasius acquired an almost mythical reputation following 
the Nicene Council of 325. The non-biblical expression homoousios 
(consubstantial) provided a technical formulation to express the 
Son's equality, co-eternity and immortality with the Father. 
Although he was accused by some of introducing an unacceptable 
word to Trinitarian theology, the term homoousios is not found in 
Sacred Scripture, this doctrine is clearly present in the Prologue of 
St. John's Gospel. As we proceed we will see that Athanasius 
relied heavily upon Johannine and Pauline scriptural references to 
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develop his theology. Besides his excellent exegetical skills, he 
elucidated some of the first important principles and truths of our 
Faith. Two important dogmas developed by Athanasius were the 
divinity of the Son of God and that of the Holy Spirit. These 
two truths are based upon the consubstantial relation of both the 
Son and the Spirit to the Father. This sets the stage for 
Athanasius' description of man's union with God through the 
Holy Spirit, the topic that interests us in this investigation. 

Some scholars believe that Athanasius advocated a «passive» 
type of sanctification, the redemption of a «collective humanity». 
According to this interpretation, the central event of redemption 
is the Incarnation. The danger with this approach is that the ap
plication of Christ's merits would require little human collabora
tion. Shapland opines that Athanasius presents sanctification as be
ing primarily metaphysical and not ethical 1. Human sanctification 
is conjoined with divinization and comes to signify the elevation 
of human nature toward divine incorruptibility. We disagree with 
that opinion. Athanasius does propose a well-balanced scheme of 
sanctification which includes both ontological and ethical dimen
sions. Ethical moral conduct contributes to man's perfection. It 
would seem that the ontological re-creation of the soul, which 
Athanasius says takes place «in the Spirit», enables us to co
operate with God's grace. A Christian receives a participated com
munion with the divine life of God, who is love — the Holy 
Spirit (C. arianos III, 23). The ontological renewal of the soul 
makes it possible for men to become like God, not in essence, 
but in action: «we cannot become like God in essence, but by 
progress in virtue [we] imitate God.» (Ad Afros, 7). 

The orthodox doctrine of the Church concerning the divini
ty of the Holy Spirit would not be solemnly declared until the 
Council of Constantinople in the year 381, eight years after the 
death of Athanasius. Even then the Holy Spirit was not referred 
to as being God but as «Lord and life-giver, proceeding from the 
Father, object of the same worship and glory with the Father and 
the Son.» 2 Prior to that time, God's Spirit was understood by 
most Christian writers as the «force» or «energy» of the ordering 
Logos who permeates the entire universe. Recognition of the per
sonality of the Holy Spirit was slow to develop. The first dogmas 
of the Church's teaching magisterium were centered upon the uni-
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ty of the Blessed Trinity. Time and reflection were required to 
create an adequate theological terminology capable of 
distinguishing the Father from the Son and the Holy Spirit. This 
important breakthrough would come with the Cappadocean 
Fathers, who were contemporaries of Athanasius in his later years. 
Before we begin our study, let us take a brief look at the 
theological speculation that preceded him. 

Earlier Christian writers prepared the way for Athanasius 
with some important considerations on the Holy Spirit. Justin 
Martyr affirmed that Christ did not become the Son when he was 
baptized, but rather that he possessed the power of the Spirit 
from birth. So, Our Lord's baptism by John was a sign of his 
messianic quality (Dial. 87-88). Unfortunately, Justin made no at
tempt to clearly distinguish the three divine persons of the Trini
ty. Irenaeus of Lyons refuted the Gnostics who claimed that the 
Holy Spirit had descended upon Jesus so that he would not be 
defiled for having taken on human flesh. The Holy Spirit in
tervenes in salvation history to sanctify man by forming the 
human person in the image of Christ and then leading him to the 
Father. Thus the Son and the Spirit serve as «agents» of the 
Father in the acts of creation, revelation, and glorification (Adv. 
Haer. IV, 20, 1). Irenaeus also refers to the activity of the Spirit 
as a divine intervention through the gift of prophecy. This en
sured the conservation of a true knowledge of God to several 
generations of Old Testament peoples (Ibid. IV, 33 and III, 21). 
The divine truth concerning God was stored in the Spirit as a 
«deposit» which was later entrusted to Christ so that he could 
communicate it to all men (Ibid. Ill, 9, 3). Methodius of Olympus 
believed that the spiritual benefits of the Holy Spirit were only 
manifest in those souls that are more closely associated with the 
evangelizing mission of Christ, that is, those who assist in the 
preaching of the Gospel and publicly cooperate in the salvation of 
souls (Disc. 3, VIII, 74). However, this would seem to depreciate 
the priestly function of the common faithful. Finally, Origen 
distinguished the three divine persons according to their specific 
mission or the realms of creation they dominate: the Father gives 
being, the Son supplies reason and knowledge, and the Holy 
Spirit sanctifies man. All three divine persons prepare us for the 
reception of Christ (De Prin. I, 3, 5), but it is the Spirit who pro
vides these divine benefits in the form of gifts (Ibid. II, 10). 
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An important development in pneumatological speculation 
takes place in the fourth century when the initial steps were 
taken toward a conceptualization of the Holy Spirit as a divine 
person. Athanasius, Basil of Caesarea and Gregory of Nazianzus 
were forced to react against the teachings of the Pneumatomachi 
and especially Macedonius, who believed that the Holy Spirit was 
merely a divine power or an instrument of God's activity. For 
them, God's Spirit was created in order to act in us and in the 
world. Athanasius defends the orthodox Christian doctrine by ap
plying the notion of consubstantiality (bomoousios) to the Holy 
Spirit as he already did for Christ (Ad Ser. I, 28). All of mankind 
was anointed by the incarnation of the Logos (C. arianos I, 50; 
Ibid. II, 61 and 70; III, 34), a doctrine that places special emphasis 
on the personal union of the Word with the humanity of Jesus 
Christ. Similar views are held by such outstanding scholars such 
as Gregory Nazianzen, Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine, Cyril of 
Alexandria and Maximus the Confessor 3 . The anointing of 
Christ is predicated of the Word in virtue of the Son's hypostatic 
union with humanity. The Holy Spirit is similar to the Son in 
that he is bomoousios with the Father. Therefore, the Spirit must 
be divine like the Son, in fact, he divinizes man through «per-
sonal» union of the soul to the Word. 

The purpose of this investigation is to study the sanctifying 
activity of the Holy Spirit in the conformation of the Christian 
to the model and executor of human divinization, Jesus Christ. 
We believe that Athanasius actually followed a long standing Old 
Testament tradition in which the Holy Spirit is not only 
presented as the power of God but as a divine presence in the 
soul. God joins man's soul to himself through the Word and 
divinizes it in the «mystical body» of Christ. Starting with the no
tion of consubstantiality we will review Athanasius' thought on 
divinization. This presupposes the Incarnation of the Logos, a 
work that was accomplished by the Spirit. He joined the Word 
to our humanity. The Spirit of Christ continues to join us to the 
Word and restores intellectual enlightenment to the soul's mind 
(nous). This re-creative act prepares us to receive an habitual 
presence of the Spirit of God through filial adoption by God the 
Father, through the Son, in the Spirit. 
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Each of us is conformed to God's Image, Jesus Christ, by 
what Athanasius refers to as the «Spirit of Christ», which is 
depicted as an unction or seal applied to the soul. We will also 
analyze the meaning of the term xpia(ia, a word commonly used 
by the Fathers to express the communication of divine grace to 
man. The hidden word of God is revealed when this divine seal 
is impressed on the soul. Then, we can act in imitation of Jesus 
Christ. Once the Spirit has come to dwell in us, he provides the 
vivifying energy required to carry out meritorious human acts. He 
draws man further into the «mystical body» of Christ, perfecting 
our adoptive filiation through the practice of virtue. 

II. THE LIFE AND WORKS OF ATHANASIUS 

1. The Life of Athanasius 

Athanasius of Alexandria was born into a wealthy family of 
good social standing around 297-298. He received a well-rounded 
liberal education which is particularly evident in his early 
dogmatic and apologetic writings. In Oratio contra gentes, which is 
generally agreed to be his first apologetic work (ca. 318), one 
finds frequent reference to Plato and Neo-platonic philosophies. 
However, his exposition of creation and salvation relies more 
upon Scriptural knowledge than philosophy. Following his impor
tant dogmatic contribution as secretary to Bishop Alexander at the 
Council of Nicaea in 325, Athanasius became less platonic in his 
expressions. His thought was now centered almost exclusively 
upon Sacred Scripture and its correct exegesis. This change' was 
dictated by the principal point of contention with the Arians: 
their biblical exegesis concerning Christ was incorrect. Athanasius 
claimed that they used poor hermeneutical methods to support 
their erroneous doctrinal positions. These accusations disqualified 
Arian Scriptural exegesis and their theological conclusions, 
especially the denial of Christ's divinity. 

Many authors have characterized Athanasius as an ascetic 
who accepted the truths of revelation without question. His desire 
was to penetrate the meaning of the revealed faith so he could de
fend it against the Arian heresy. This theological approach was 
not so much science as an inquiry of a believing soul. The most 
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important truth of faith for him was that Jesus Christ is divine, 
and because of his divinized human nature, he can divinize us. 
This nuclear idea is of paramount importance if we hope to 
understand his pneumatology. 

Athanasius suffered many trials and exiles at the hands of 
politically motivated emperors. Constantine demanded that he re
admit Arius to the Alexandrian Church, and later deposed him 
from the same Episcopal See at the Synod of Tyre in 335. The 
emperor exiled him once again to Treves, and then a third time 
following a synod at Antioch (ca. 339). He was unable to return 
to Alexandria until the month of October, 346, and shortly 
thereafter he was removed once more. On this occasion he fled 
to the Egyptian desert to live with the monks, and over the ensu
ing six years he wrote several treatises including the Apology to 
Constantius, the Apology for his flight, the Letter to the monks, and 
the History of the Arians. Re-instated as bishop in 362, he organiz
ed a synod to reconcile the Semi-Arians and the Orthodox parties, 
but Julian expelled him in order to keep the Catholics at odds. 
When the emperor died the following year, Athanasius returned 
to Alexandria just long enough for Valius to exile him in 365. 
Fortunately, the faithful of Alexandria demanded his return, and 
the new emperor granted their request (ca. 366). He spent the re
mainder of his life in that Egyptian city until his death on May 
2, 373. 

2. His Writings 

The agitated curriculum vitae just presented would not have 
provided a great deal of leisure time for scholarly endeavours. 
Despite those difficulties, however, Athanasius was a prolific 
writer. In fact, his scriptural xvo?Xe8y£ and debating skills served 
him well in the battles with the Arians. He has been universally 
admired in the Christian world for that work. The most notewor
thy of his apologetical and dogmatic writings is the two-part 
Oratio contra gentes-Oratio de incarnatione Verhi and the three 
Orationes contra Arianos*. The former was written around the 
year 318 and the anti-Arian tracts over the course of several years, 
running from 356-363. A short treatise entitled De incarnatione et 
contra Arianos is of questionable authenticity because it refers to 
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the Blessed Trinity as 'one God in three hypostases' {tic, Geoc; ev 
tpioiv uTOa-niasaiv), a formulation of dubious Athanasian origin 5. 

Athanasius was well known during his life, and many con
temporaries and subsequent spiritual writers copied his literary 
style and theological tradition. This explains the existence of 
numerous apocryphal works, a common occurrence during the 
first centuries of Christ ianity. The De incarnatione contra 
Apollinarem is actually two independent books written around 
380, a number of years after his death 6. Another spurious docu
ment is the Sermo maior de fide, a compilation of portions of De 
incarnatione Verbi and other writings. F. Scheidweiler believes its 
true author was Marcellus of Ancyra 7 . One of the sources of the 
Sermo is a document entitled Expositio fidei, composed either by 
Eustathius of Antioch or Marcellus. Although the author remains 
in dispute, the Interpretatio in symbolum is also dubious. Accor
ding to A. Gtinthor, Didymus the blind wrote the Dialogi de 
sancta Trinitate quinque and the Dialogi contra Macedonianos duo. 
Of course, the Symbolum Athanasianum, also known as the 
Quicumque, is of later vintage, it probably dating from the latter 
part of the fifth century. 

In addition to important dogmatic writings, Athanasius com
posed several polemical tracts against the Arians and other 
heretical groups. The Apologia contra Arianos was written when 
he returned from a second exile in 357 as a personal defense 
against the vigorous calumnies propagated by the Eusebians. It 
serves as an excellent historical source for the history of the 
Arians 8 . Soon after that he defended himself against the accusa
tion of conspiring against the emperor in the Apologia ad Constan-
tium imperatorem, and argued in favor of his flight in the 
Apologia pro fuga sua (ca. 357). Later, the initiative was his when 
he attacked the emperor Constantius as an enemy of Christ in the 
Historia Arianorum ad monachos (ca. 358). Unfortunately, there 
are only a few extant fragments of his exegetical writings: the 
Epistola ad Marcellinum de interpretation psalmorum, Expositiones 
psalmorum (some of which are not genuine) 9, a commentary on 
Ecclesiastes and the Canticle of Canticles 1 0, and portions of his' 
commentaries on Genesis and Exodus 1 1. 

The most famous and influential of Athanasius' ascetical 
writings was the Vita Antonii. This biography was written the 
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year following the monk's death in 356 1 2 , and presents the 
model life of a man consecrated to the service of God. Migne's 
translation is a reprint from the Benedictine collection based on 
six manuscripts from Metaphrsastes' collection of lives of the 
saints compiled in the tenth century 1 3 . The Vita narrates the 
ascetical life of Antony (chs. 1-15), his addresses to the monks 
(16-43), and his discussion on idolatry, reason and faith (72-80). 
there are several spectacular encounters with devils which are 
generally attributed to his view of monastic life as a spiritual com
bat against temptation. This would be a common feature of 
Athanasius' Christian anthropology: human perfection is achieved 
by returning to an original state of purity, a condition free of sin. 
This quest can only be realized by gaining control of the passions, 
defeating Satan's temptations and avoiding sin. 

Another interesting ascetical work is On Virginity. St. 
Jerome testifies that Athanasius dealt with the subject on many 
occasions (De vir. ill. 87), but most scholars question its authen
ticity. On Virginity is listed as dubious by Migne because several 
passages appear to be incompatible with Athanasius' writing style 
and his customary vocabulary 1 4 , 1 5 . St. Ambrose made use of «A 
Coptic Epistle to the Virgins» in his De virginibus but without 
mentioning an Athanasian source 1 6. Another treatise, also entitled 
On Virginity (AOYOS tepl 7tap6evta<;), is generally accepted as being 
genuine. This work does not treat virginity in a monastic context, 
but rather describes Christians who lived in a celibate state at 
home with their families. They were brides of Christ and so 
spiritually united to Our Lord that their lives were angelic — an 
image repeated later by Ambrose. There is only one extant Sirian 
version of this work, but the original text was probably written 
in Greek 1 7 . Lefort has published several other Coptic 
manuscripts which are more important than the Siriac versions 
because they date back to the fourth or fifth century 1 8 . 

Most of the sermons attributed to Athanasius are presumed 
to be dubious or spurious by the Benedictines, but modern in
vestigative work may provide sufficient evidence to modify that 
opinion. The homilies De sabbatis et circumcisione ex libro Exodi 
and De passione et cruce Domini are two examples of tracts that 
appear to be authentic 1 9 . Only a portion of Athanasius' cor
respondence survives to this day. The most interesting ones, from 
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an historical point of view, are the Easter Festal letters 2 0 , the 
first one written in the year 329. Festal letter 39 (ca. 367) has at
tracted the most attention because Athanasius condemns an at
tempt to introduce apocryphal texts as divinely inspired Scrip
ture 2 1 . He enumerates the names of those books from the Old 
and New Testament that are included in the Canon and entrusted 
to the Church as inspired by the Holy Spirit 2 2. 

III. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS ON ATHANASIUS' THEO
LOGY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 

1. The Pneumatology of Athanasius 

The study of the Holy Spirit for Athanasius is centered 
upon the unity of the Blessed Trinity and the divinity of the 
three divine persons. Most investigative work in this area has been 
focused on his use of the homoousios formulation to prove the co-
essential nature of the Holy Spirit with the Father and the 
Son 2 3 . Although his theory on the temporal mission of the Holy 
Spirit is not very sophisticated, he does ascribe a very important 
role to him in the process of sanctification or divinization of 
man. Admittedly, this doctrine is still in a rather primitive form, 
it offers few technical explanations and the doctrinal consequences 
are not completely elaborated. The basic working premise is that 
man is called to become «God-like» through divine filiation: «the 
fact that certain men are called gods is not in virtue of their own 
nature, better said it is in virtue of their participation in the 
Son» 2 4 . Although most commentators are quick to characterize 
him as eminently soteriological, there is great emphasis placed on 
ontology. If it were not for his strong metaphysical beliefs, in
cluding the notion of participation, his doctrine on redemption 
would lose its foundation. 

In his first dogmatic work, Athansius writes that the Word 
of God became a man in order to die for all men. He had to 
become mortal to save us according to the eternal plan of the 
Father: 

«oux otov xi hi fjv -cov A6fov dwtoOavetv aOavorcov ovxa xal 
Ila-cpo Ttov' TOOTOU evexev -co SGvdfievov dmoOaveiv iautw 
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XajjLpdvst awfia, I'va тобто TOO iizi TOXVTWV Логои u.eTaXa(3dv, 
avxl TOCVTGOV txavov yiurpai тф 9avaTco...» — while it was 
impossible for the Word to suffer death being immortal 
and Son of the Father; for that reason he assumes a mor

tal body to himself so that by partaking of the Word that 
is above all it be worthy to die in the place of all. . . 2 5 . 

A vicarious sacrifice is carried by the Lord for the sake of 
all men. But, his death is not merely a substitution, taking our 
place for the punishment due us. Our Lord's body participates in 
the Word so that it could be a fitting sacrifice to offer the Father. 
We shall see in the course of our study that the spiritual transfor

mation of man, Обождан; (divinization), is really a kind of 
spiritual ascent in the Son's eternal filiation. The sacrifice of 
Christ makes it possible for all men to be united to the Word 
through Christ, «in the Spirit». 

Athanasius' most important works on pneumatology are the 
four Epistolae ad Serapionem26. These letters were written in the 
year 359-360 as a response to Bishop Serapion of Thmuis, who re

quested clarification of a doctrinal error being propagated by the 
Tropici27. This new type of Arian heresy claimed that the Holy 
Spirit was just an angel or a ministering spirit of God 2 8 . This 
type of Spirit would have differed from other angels only in rank 
or degree 2 9, and was similar to the Arian heresy advocating the 
creatural nature of Christ. The Arians questioned the very 
possibility that Our Lord could be divine because it defies human 
understanding. They reasoned that Christ must be a 'divine 
creature' of some sort but a creature nonetheless. All creation was 
subjected to Christ by the Father, so he is inferior to the Father 
and is not strictly speaking divine. According to them, Christ was 
the creating Demiurge of the Father who occupied an in

termediary position between God and the created world. His 
divine title would have derived from a special grace awarded him 
for his upright conduct, constituting him as the mediator between 
God and man 3 0 . 

Athanasius defends the divinity of the Holy Spirit in the 
same manner as he did for Jesus Christ in the Oratio Contra 
Arianos11. The Spirit of God must be divine because men could 
not be divinized if he were merely a creature. The Spirit «bears 
the same rank and nature in relation to the Son as the Son does 
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to the Father» 3 2 . At this point, both the Son and the Holy-
Spirit play essential roles in the divinization of the Christian. This 
was a truth of faith, a revealed truth of God to man, something 
absolutely irrefutable for Athanasius. Anyone who would dare to 
deny it was heretical; to fail to comprehend it human. 

2. The Biblical Foundations for a Theology of the Holy Spirit 

The «spirit» of Yahweh is an expression that connotes the 
«power of God» in the Old Testament. The «spirit» belongs to 
God and it is projected outside of himself in the work of crea
tion. The divine ruah of Yahweh was identical to the creative 
«word» of God for the Hebrews. What interests us here is that 
the book of Wisdom tends to personify the Wisdom of God by 
describing his «spirit» as possessing omniscience, holiness, and 
guiding men in their moral conduct 3 3. On the day of Pentecost, 
Peter saw the prophecy of Joel fulfilled with the outpouring of 
the Spirit of Wisdom on all humanity 3 4 . Henceforth, the first 
Vicar of Christ was convinced that the Spirit who had spoken 
through the prophets was the third person of the Blessed 
Trinity 3 5 . 

The Arians viewed the invisible missions of the Son and the 
Holy Spirit as the outpouring of created graces or favors upon 
men. There was, strictly speaking, no direct divine contact of God 
with man. This would seem to be impossible because God cannot 
defile himself by touching created things. Such works must occur 
in some type of a created medium. Therefore, the Arians denied 
the divinity of Jesus Christ, and a short time later the Tropici 
question the divine nature of the Holy Spirit as well. However, 
their position seems untenable in light of St. Paul's doctrine on 
the Holy Spirit. Interestingly enough, he speaks of a 'personal 
presence' of the Holy Spirit in the soul of the just: «know you 
not that you are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God 
dwells in you?» (1 Cor. 3, 16); «know you not that your members 
are the temple of the Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you have 
from God, and that you are not your own?» (1 Cor. 6, 19); «and 
if the Spirit of Him who raised up Jesus from the dead, dwell in 
you: He that raised up Jesus Christ from the dead, shall quicken 
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also your mortal bodies, because of his Spirit that dwells in you.» 
(Rom. 8, 10-11). 

Christianity would gradually apply this «personal» exegetical 
approach with graphic expressions of the Spirit's presence in men. 
The early Church Fathers referred to the Holy Spirit as the oil or 
ointment flowing from the other two divine persons of the Trini
ty. So too we find that Athanasius writes: «this unguent is the 
breath of the Son; he who has the Spirit may say: 'we are the good 
odor of Christ'» 3 6 . The communication of the «Spirit of the Son» 
confers a divine fragrance to the Christian. Subsequent spiritual 
writers would repeat the same idea by describing the Holy Spirit 
as the apex or the pinnacle of divine spirituality, the outpouring 
or effluence of God's love 3 7 . Although the Father and the Son are 
holy, the Spirit produced by those two is holy in a unique sense. 
He is the flower or perfume of the sanctity of the Father and the 
Son 3 8 . We will evaluate how Athanasius uses his experience in 
refuting the Arians to defend the divinity of the Son's Spirit. This 
doctrinal exposition provides us with interesting insights into his 
thought on the Holy Spirit in the sanctification of man. 

IV. THE HOLY SPIRIT AND HIS ACTIVITY 

Let us now begin our investigation of Athanasius' thought 
on the role of the Holy Spirit in uniting the Christian soul to 
Christ through filiation in the Son. As was mentioned earlier, 
Athanasius' pneumatology is centered upon the consubstantial 
nature of the Holy Spirit. This is in fact the most important pre
requisite for his scheme of divinization in our estimation. We 
men are made divine by Jesus Christ in his own flesh, and the 
Holy Spirit is the divine gift of God's presence given to us by 
Christ and in Christ. God's Spirit becomes a divine communica
tion to man and the spiritual vehicle of our renewal and salvation. 

1. The Holy Spirit is Divine39 

Athanasius was cautious in the use of philosophy for 
theological speculation and skeptical of anyone who did not 
manifest pious reverence for the mysteries of God 4 0 . He pro-
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bably would have referred to Arius as a «rationalist» or «moder-
nist». In fact, Cardinal John Henry Newman may have studied 
Athanasius to find intellectual and Patristic support for his defense 
of orthodoxy against the predominant rationalism of his nine
teenth century contemporaries4 1. Athanasius sets the stage for his 
exposition on the divine nature of the Holy Spirit in his first let
ter to Bishop Serapion: 

«You wrote me, afflicted by those who separated 
themselves from the Arians due to their blasphemy 
against the Son of God, but are nourished by thoughts 
which are hostile toward the Holy Spirit. They wish to 
believe that He is not just a creature, but a serving spirit 
[cf. Heb. 1, 14] that differs from angels only in degree. 
This is clearly only a simulated opposition to the Arians, 
but a real contradiction of the Holy Faith. In the same 
way that the Arians, in denouncing the Son also deny 
[the divinity of] the Father, these men [Tropici] calum
niate the Holy Spirit, defaming the Son as well. These 
two clans share in an insurrection against the truth, one 
concerning the Son and the other the Spirit. Their pur
pose is to blaspheme the Blessed Trinity» 4 2 . 

The crux of the difficulty for both the Arians and the 
Tropici was their failure to correctly resolve the intellectual dilem
ma concerning God's transcendence and his ontological im
manence in the world. The only way to deal with this problem 
is by resorting to the analogia entis, the analogy of being. The 
notion of being includes a kind of polarity in that it distinquishes 
between essence and existence. Since God's essence and existence 
are identical, any properties that man shares with him are im
perfect replicas of a transcendent character in God. If this on
tological distinction in not respected, we fall into deism on the 
one hand or pantheism on the other. The Arians applied the con
cept of generation to both man and God in an identical fashion. 

According to the Arians, Christ must be a creature because 
he is the 'first-born' of God. Athanasius' penetrating ontological 
perspective is key on the point 4 3 . Contra arianos is a masterful 
explanation of the uniqueness of the Son's divine generation to 
which men can come to be participants 4 4. The Son is generation 
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par excellence, and man's generative capacity, whether mental or 
physical, is a participation in the Father's eternal generation of the 
Son. In a similar manner, the Tropici considered the Holy Spirit 
as a second son, a brother of the Word and grand-son of the 
Father 4 5. 

Athanasius did not elaborate a sophisticated theory on the 
procession of the Holy Spirit. The Trinitarian relations are viewed 
in a lineal fashion, the Father gives rise to the Son who in turn 
is the origin of the Spirit. Perhaps he believed that the process of 
spiration —as we know it now— could not be adequately describ
ed with human categories. On the other hand, generation is a 
good concept for representing the procession of the Son from the 
Father since human offspring are of the same nature as their 
parents. Just as the Son of God has the same nature as his Father, 
Athanasius may have thought that the same generative process 
could be used to describe the derivation of the Spirit from the 
Father and the Son. 

Another technical barrier for Athanasius was the use of the 
terms ousia and hypostasis. He believed these expressions were in
adequate to distinguish the three divine persons because they are 
taken from the realm of human experience. The terminological 
distinction of ousia, hypostasis, prosopon, and physis would be an 
essential breakthrough to complete later Trinitarian dogmatic for
mulations. Athanasius staunchly defends the consubstantiality of 
the three divine persons, but he did not understand the relation 
present between the Holy Spirit and the other two persons. The 
best he could do was to say that each person was distinct despite 
the fact we find difficulty in explaining the mystery. These impor
tant terminological and conceptual limitations prevented him from 
making further progress in Trinitarian theology. We must bear 
them in mind as we proceed in our study, being careful not to 
propose conclusions he was unable to reach. 

The Logos is the eternally generated, noetic resolution of 
God, he is the arcocpaXXaxToc; eixcov @EOU — the express image of 
God 4 6 . In contrast, man is created according to that image (cf. 
Gen. 1, 26) so that he can reflect God in his soul by discovering 
the Word in himself47. Unfortunately, Athanasius offers little ad
ditional insights concerning the contemplation of God. He limits 
himself to broad, general statements such as man's ability to «see» 
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God in himself when his soul is pure; an idea developed with the 
mirror metaphor 4 8. The Holy Spirit also plays an instrumental 
role in the creation of the world and is a 'vehicle' of divine 
wisdom: «the Father created everything by the Word in the Spirit, 
because where the Word is, so too is the Spirit» 4 9 . And what 
the Spirit knows is derived from the Word: «if the Spirit knew, 
much more must the Word know when one considers that the 
Word is he from whom the Spirit receives* 5 0. 

All that the Word is and has comes from the Father, and 
all that the Spirit receives is from the Word. The Father is the 
origin of the Son, and the Son gives rise to the Spirit. We are 
reminded of the above mentioned 'lineal Trinitology' of the early 
Eastern Fathers, but perhaps there is more to it. It seems that 
Christ must communicate his glorified human nature to man by 
way of a certain presence of the Holy Spirit in the soul 5 1 . He is 
a sort of divine co-agent with the Son for the Father's divine in
tervention in the world. 

2. The Activity of the Holy Spirit 

Athanasius was well aware that God's ad extra operations 
are a common enterprise shared by all three of the divine persons. 
The perennial axiom omnia opera ad extra sunt communia trihus 
Personis is evident in all of his work. The Nicene homoousios doc
trine demands a triune intervention of the Father, the Son, and 
the Holy Spirit even though the ad extra operations cannot be 
clearly differentiated by us. From our perspective God's action in 
the world appears to be that of just one person. This is reflected 
in the grace we receive from all three of the divine persons: 

«One is the sanctification that is realized by the Father, 
through the Son, in the Holy Spirit 5 2 ; there is only one 
grace that comes from the Father through the Son and 
fulfilled in the Holy Spirit» 5 3. 

One author summarizes Athanasius' view of the Trinity in 
the following way: «to Athanasius a single divine operation is 
manifested in the particular acts of the several persons, an opera
tion as truly and definitely single as the ousia which is manifested 
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in the several objective presentations* 5 4. No one would accuse 
Athanasius of modalism of course, there is something unique in 
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. 

a) The Spirit of the Son 

The metaphor of light was used by Athanasius and others 
as a graphic representation of the mystery of divine consubstan-

tiality. This image conserves the intrinsic co-inherence of divine 
being in God's activity ad extra: «for where the light is, there also 
is its activity and resplendent grace* 5 5 . We will see that this 
resplendent grace refers to the Son and the divine activity to the 
Holy Spirit. God's community of being demands that the Holy 
Spirit be consubstantial with both the Father and the Son 5 6 . 

Athanasius hints at a certain «dual presence* of the Son and 
the Holy Spirit in the application of Christ's redemption to us. 
When we drink of the Spirit we also receive the Son, and in 
possessing the Spirit of Wisdom we receive the Son who makes 
us wise. The Spirit quickens life in us so that Christ can live in 
the soul 5 7 . He is the very tuctov of the Son 5 8 , the ГЬЕОЦОС Yfoo 
(Spirit of the Son) 5 9 or Ilveufia Xpiaroo (Spirit of Christ) 6 0 , he is 
the divine life of God animating the human flesh of Christ. We 
find a striking parallel between the mission of the Son and that 
of the Holy Spirit: the Son is sent from the Father, while the Son 
sends the Spirit; the Son takes from the Father, and the Spirit of 
the Son; the Son came in the name of the Father, and the Spirit 
in name of the Son 6 1 . As the etxcov too Ytoo the Holy Spirit is 
consubstantial with the Father and the Son, but the pneu'ma 
Cristou' is Christ's divinized human nature. 

b) The Holy Spirit is the instrument of the Word 

God's triune activity makes us sons of God the Father, in 
the Son, by the Holy Spirit. In the first Oratio contra Arianos he 
writes that prior to the coming of Christ the saints already en

joyed a certain grace of divinization: «(летохТ) TOO AOYOU Side too 
IIveo[xaxoi; taoTr)v s'xooat TTJV x<*Plv ^apa TOO Патро;» 6 2, they had 
grace from the Father by participation of the Word through the 
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Spirit. Man receives grace from the Father as origin, in the Word 
as the end of participation, and through the Spirit as the divine 
instrument of participation: «[divine grace derives] from the Father 
through the Son in the Holy Spirit» 6 3 . This Trinitarian formula 
was probably taken from the Church liturgy, especially the clos
ing prayers of Holy Mass and the baptismal r i te 6 4 . It places 
special emphasis on the Spirit's instrumental activity as the divine 
person who takes possession of us: 

«"Ev yap e'tBoc; ©EOTTTCOC;, oitep earl xal Iv T<£ AOYGJ xat et? 
©so? 6 IlaTTip, ¿9' eauTto <&v xorak TO im navTtov eivoct' xai 
iv TCO Yi<& 8e <paiv6[xevoc, xa-ua TO Sick rcdcvTtov 8tr|xetv, xal ev 
TW IIveu[xaTi 8e xorra TO ev arcaat 8ta TOO Aoyou e? auxto 
evepyeTv.» — For there is but one form of the Godhead, 
which is also in the Word; and one God the Father, ex
isting by himself according to as he is above all, and ap
pearing in the Son inasmuch as he pervades all things, and 
in the Spirit inasmuch as in him he acts [in his energy] 
in all things through the Word 6 5 . 

God comes to dwell in man's soul as the pervasive order of 
creation and divine energy. We could summarize Athanasius' ex
pression of God's effect on man in the following way: the Father 
symbolizes God's transcendence over the universe, the Word 
represents his immanent presence in all things, and the Holy 
Spirit is the action of God in created beings, and in particular, in 
the divinization of man. 

St. Basil comments on the use of the preposition «in» when 
referring to the Trinitarian doxology in his famous dogmatic tract, 
De Spiritu Sancton. When one wishes to describe the relationship 
of the Holy Spirit to the other divine persons —he says— the 
preposition «with» most properly indicates the Spirit's divine 
dignity and his co-essential nature with the Father and the Son. 
However, when speaking of spiritual creatures such as angels and 
men, the word «in» underlines the inherent weakness of created 
beings. 

God can only be praised or glorified by man with the 
assistance of the divine spiritual power characteristic of the Holy 
Spirit. It is in the Spirit that we can glorify God, and we do so 
by participating in grace: 
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«When one refers to the proper dignity of the Spirit, he 
is with the Father and the Son who are known in con
templation. However, when one thinks of the grace pro
duced in participants, one says that the Spirit is in us. 
The doxology of in the Spirit does not point to a confes
sion of his dignity, but is in view of our weakness: it 
shows that we ourselves are not apt to render glory, 
rather we have the aptitude in the Spirit» 6 7 . 

This language suggests that the Holy Spirit has not yet been 
adequately conceptualized as a person, an idea that would be more 
patent in Gregory Nazianzen 6 8 . The Spirit still appears as the 
power of God working in man, enabling him to exercise super
natural acts. Man can contemplate divine things and appreciate the 
dignity of the three members of the Trinity because of the Spirit. 
In addition, in order to give glory to God we need the presence 
of the Holy Spirit. We are rendered active in an almost physical 
sense by the indwelling Spirit. As Sts. Augustine and Prosper 
would come to appreciate, all good comes from God either as the 
author of nature or of grace 6 9. 

Besides this allusion to the Holy Spirit as God's grace in us, 
the formulation 'in the Spirit' also designates our insertion into 
the «mystical body» of Christ. However, it would be incorrect 
and incomplete to say that this is the only thing that the Spirit 
does for the members of that body: 

«A11 of the members are assembled in the body of Christ, 
in the unity of the Spirit, and they render a mutual ser
vice to one another according to the grace they have 
received. God disposed all of the members in the body, 
each one as he wished. The members have the same iden
tity one with another in accord with the mutual sym
pathy of their spiritual communion. So that «when just 
one member suffers, all suffer with him; so that there is 
only one honor, all of the members taking part in his 
joy» (/ Cor. 12, 26). And as the part being in all, each 
one of us in the Spirit, because all of us form a single 
body, we have been baptized in a single Spirit» 7 0. 

The members of Christ's body are identical inasmuch as 
they have been drawn into his life by the Holy Spirit, but they 
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differ according to the kind of graces received and the functions 
they carry out. The Spirit not only joins Christians together in 
one «mystical body», but he also confers special graces to each 
one. 

3. The Spirit as Gift 

The early Church Fathers understood that God works in 
man by giving spiritual benefits or favors. We have already seen 
that Athanasius associates divine grace with the indwelling of the 
Holy Spirit in the soul. However, it is of interest to point out 
that God's grace appears in us through the Spirit understood as 
Gift. We can only receive him from the one who has the authori

ty to give him to us, the Son 7 1 . Jesus Christ both gives and 
receives the Spirit, he is the center of God's redemptive work. 
The Son gives the Spirit to Christ who receives and then gives 
him to men. We see in Christ the mutual acts of giving and 
receiving, an important ordering sequence in Christian charity: 
«receiving presupposes giving as a condition for its possibility* 7 1. 
The authority pertains to the Son because he fully participates in 
the Father: 

«What is from the essence of the Father, and proper to 
him, is entirely the Son; for it is the same to say that 
God is wholly participated and that He begets. And what 
does beget signify if not Son» 7 3 . 

«Ei yap ecppovouv 6p9co<; nept той Лбуои, icppovouv UYIGOS xal 
Ttept той ГЬей[лато<;, о тохра той Патрос; 1хтореоетац xal той 
Ttou iSiov 6'v, тахр' аитой SCSOTOCI тоТ? (ха9т)тац xal 7taai той; 
TciaTsuouaiv dq <XOT6V.» — the Spirit, proceeds [is sent forth] 
from the Father, and belonging to the Son is given to the 
disciples and all who believe in him 7 4 . 

The Son is eternally generated by the unbegotten Father and 
completely participates in his life. He is the divine life of God as 
fully possessed and the Spirit is that life as donated or as complete 
self-giving. Outside of God this self-donation appears as God com

municable to man. We suggest that, for Athanasius, the Christian 
is begotten as a child of God in the Holy Spirit, and is drawn 
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into the Trinity participating in the eternal divine generation of 
the Son. 

As we emphasized earlier, Christ is the centerpiece of 
Athanasius' theology and soteriology. When we read that only 
Christ can give us the Gift of the Spirit because he is the Son of 
God, we are compelled to think that man shares in God's divine 
nature because the Son donates his own life in the Spirit 7 5 . 
Athanasius relates the notion of participation to generation: to ful
ly participate in God ¿5 generation. For that reason the Son is said 
to be the only begotten Son of God who fully shares in the 
unbegotten Father. Interestingly, this terminology is conserved in 
the Symbolum Atbanasianum76, however, Athanasius believed that 
the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and belongs to the Son. 
And since the Spirit is possessed by the Son in Christ, he can be 
given to us. 

Man can possess material and divine goods in a spiritual 
way. His corporeal nature affords him the possibility of «owning» 
material goods of all sorts, but his spirit allows him to act with 
dominion over himself and other things. The spiritual soul also 
allows him to perform immanent actions with the intellect and 
will which contribute to the highest form of possession, the stable 
disposition of virtue. For Athanasius, Jesus Christ was the human 
embodiment of God's transcendental characteristics. Our Lord 
possessed all of the Father's life to the maximum degree. And 
since divine life was naturally his, he could really give it to 
others, that is the mission of the Holy Spirit: to give the gift of 
divine grace to men by entering into their souls. 

The Holy Spirit is the fullness of Trinitarian life. He is like a 
divine current or stream that departs from the Father as source, 
flows in the Son as a river, and appears as the surging water of life 
in the Holy Spirit in whom we are washed and from whom we 
drink. He is the quintessence of divine life, the summit of being, 
and the limit beyond which all creation is found. The ineffable 
divine processions of the three persons are manifest in the visible 
missions of Redemption, missions which can be understood as suc
cessive stages of God's work in the world: creation-redemption-
divinization: «we know then that the three hypostases: God [Father], 
the Son and the Holy Spirit forms the coronation; none of them 
is separated one from another given that there is only one God, 
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one Holy Spirit, one sole faith, one baptism, one resurrection and 
death» 7 7 . Basil echoes the same idea when he writes that there is 
one unique divine principle but three modes of attribution — the 
Holy Spirit is the divine person who perfects all that the Father 
wishes to do by way of the Son 7 8 . 

a) The gift of sonship 

Athanasius believes that this divine gift of the Spirit is the 
grace of adoptive sonship. Our filiation reflects the natural Son-

ship of Christ. In Our Lord the Father completely gives of 
himself, and the personification of this perfect self-donation is the 
Holy Spirit: «Аотос; rap Фаяер еГртртои, тф ГЬей(л<хт1 8£8<oai, xat oaa 
£X£t тб Ilvsufxa roxpa той Лбуои ex61-* — f ° r he, as has been said, 
gives to the Spirit, and whatever the Spirit has, he has from the 
Word 7 9 . When we receive the gift of the Spirit we are inserted 
into the interior life of God: «we come to be in God and he in 
us by the grace of the Spirit given to us (...). Apart from the 
Spirit we are strange and distant from God,, but by the fxsToxfj той 
ГЬейцато; (participation of the Spirit) we are knit (аиуапто^еба) 
into God. Our being in the Father is not ours, but the Spirit's 
which is in us and abides in us» 8 0 . The Holy Spirit places us in 
God and binds us to the Trinity by dwelling in the soul of the 
just. This «insertion» into God confers an elevated state of ex

istence, a participation in God's divine nature: 

«For since the Word is in the Father and the Spirit is 
given by the Word, he wills that we should receive the 
Spirit (...) [so that] we too may become one in the Word, 
and through him in the Father» 8 1. 

We could say that the Holy Spirit is the 'spirit of divine 
filiation', the mutual relation of divine paternity and filiation. 
Although all created things participate in the teleological ordering 
of the Son by way of the Spir i t 8 2 , only man receives what 
Athanasius terms the self possession of the Son («той Yiou 
Xa[A(3dvei»)83. The Holy Spirit makes us participants of the Son-

ship of Christ so that we come to possess divine life as adopted 
sons of God. Original sin deprived man of the capacity to know 
and love God, and the soul had to be re-created by the Spirit in 
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order to re-establish our original friendship with Him. The Holy 
Spirit entered Jesus Christ when our human nature was 
hypostatically united to the divine Word: «the spirit that man had 
once he had fallen is created anew (avctveuaou), it [the Holy Spirit] 
came to the creature when the Word became flesh» 8 4. 

God fulfilled the divine design of salvation in Jesus Christ, 
making a new man from the two Adams, our original human 
nature and that wounded by original sin. In the beginning, 
Adam's nature was adorned with God's grace and several preter
natural gifts, but after the Fall it was deprived of divine life. In 
Christ, the two states or conditions of human nature were fused 
by being joined to the Word of God. Thus, all of mankind 
received a re-founding and a perfecting of the original order of 
grace. Our human nature was re-united with the Word in Christ, 
and each individual's «re-creation» consists in re-union with the 
Word. The Spirit of God transformed Jesus into the Anointed 
One, the Christ: «and yet he who gives the Spirit, the same is 
said also to be made, that is, to be made among us Lord because 
of his manhood, while giving the Spirit because he is God's 
Word» 8 5 . The Holy Spirit brings about a new creation in 
Christ's human nature, re-creating the nous of the soul, the organ 
of union with God 8 6 . 

b) Man's participation in the Spirit 

Athanasius affirms that the measure of a man's sanctity is in 
direct relation to the intensity of his active participation in the 
divine Spirit of God. The more fully one partakes of the Spirit, 
the more holy he becomes: 

«Creatures arise from nothing, they have come to exist 
because, «in the beginning, God created heaven and earth» 
(Gen. 1, 1) and all that is found to be contained in it. 
However, the Holy Spirit is [comes] from God, and given 
that no one knows the intimacy of a man except his own 
spirit; the same is true of God. We have not received the 
spirit of the world, but the Spirit of God (cf. / Cor. 2, 
11-12)»87. 
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Man must receive the Spirit in order to know God, and in 
turn to know himself. The Greek Socratic tradition placed the 
key to happiness in self-knowledge. Christianity teaches that 
knowledge of God is necessary if one hopes to really know 
oneself. The spirit (nous) is the faculty that provides this self-
knowledge, but the Holy Spirit is the noetic object of our in
tellectual participation in God. 

We are progressively divinized and assimilated to the express 
image of God, the Word, in the Spirit: «Ta 8e xxiafjiaxa, ax; 
etprjTOi, CcooTCotoujj.ava eaxi 8V aoxou. To 8e [xr] [xexex o v Cw*)> aijXX' 
auxo [xexexojxevov xai £a>O7toio0v xa xxiqxaxa,...* — As it was said, 
creatures are vivified by him [the Spirit], but he is not Life by 
participation, rather he himself is the object of participation and 
he vivifies creatures 8 8. In the Spirit man can possess God in
tellectually, who enlightens the nous so that it is informed by the 
divine Logos. 

Although the virtues of faith, hope and charity are im
mediately infused into a person's soul at Baptism, Athanasius 
presents sanctification as a gradual process. The Incarnation 
created the possibility of a new communication of the Spirit of 
God to man in Jesus Christ. The Son of God possessed the Spirit, 
and following the Resurrection, his Spirit remains in Christ's 
«mystical body» as a type of spiritual deposit 8 9. This presence is 
not merely an intellectual type of knowledge but he joins us to 
God the Father: 

«It seems that the anointing and the seal that are in us 
are not of a created nature, but of the nature of the Son 
who, by the Spirit that is in him, unites us to the Father. 
This is why John said: «we know that we dwell in God, 
and he is us, in that he has given us his Spirit* (1 Job. 
4, 13). If then, by participation in the Spirit we come to 
be participants of divine nature, it would be unreasonable 
for anyone to assert that the Spirit seems to be of a 
created nature and not that of God. This is truly why all 
who are in him [the Spirit] are divinized. If one divinizes 
there can be no doubt that his nature is that of God» 9 0 . 

The Holy Spirit, present in the Lord's human nature, unites 
us to the Son and through him to the Father. Only after the In-
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carnation does the gift of grace become permanently united with 
Christ's human nature. We can now receive the «self-possession of 
the Son» from his own Spirit 9 1 . Adam could not pass on grace 
as a personal possession because it was an inheritance entrusted to 
him which he could lose. 

Basil emphasizes that the dignity of the Christian derives 
from this participation in the divine nature of the Spirit: «It is 
not by nature that heavenly powers sanctify, if not, they would 
not differ from the Holy Spirit; it is in proportion to the relative 
excellence of those who have the Spirit that is the measure of 
their sanctity» 9 2. As the common adage goes, God's grace does 
not suppress our human nature, but perfects it. We must dispose 
the soul to accept this grace and cooperate with it by the practice 
of virtue. Cyril of Alexandria writes that the soul acquires a new 
stability and strength when the Holy Spirit inserts it into Christ: 
«the human soul, after he had made it his own, and had imbued 
it with the firmness and changelessness of his nature, as one dyes 
wool with solid color, was declared by him to be superior to sin 
(...). Thus the soul, once it had been made his who knows no sin, 
straightaway acquired a condition of firmness and stability in all 
goods, and a great power over sin. Christ (...) therefore was made, 
so to speak, the root and origin of all those who in the Spirit are 
reborn to newness of life and bodily immortality. For that un
shakable constancy, which comes from divinity, he transferred to 
the whole human race by communicating grace to men» 9 3 . 

4. The Intervention of the Holy Spirit 

Let us take a look at some interesting points concerning 
the action of the Holy Spirit in salvation history. To begin with, 
the just of the Old Testament enjoyed a holiness that was of 
the same nature as our own, but it was purely external and bodi
ly. The grace they received was «a cleansing of the flesh* (cf. 
Heh. 9, 13) with no capacity for internal renovation of the soul. 
This situation changed with the advent of the Son of God in 
Christ. Man can now be purified of sin so that he can receive 
the adoption as son in a more perfect manner. Besides the 
elevating character of God's grace, a new healing grace was given 
to mankind. 
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a) A new intervention of the Holy Spirit 

Athanasius cites St. Paul in Chapter Thirty of the first Epis

tle to Serapion: «may the grace of Our Lord Jesus Christ, the 
charity of God, and the communion [communication] of the Holy 
Spirit be with you all» (II Cor. 13, 13) 9 4 . It becomes apparent 
that man would not be able to receive grace if it were not for 
the Holy Spirit who first enters the soul to prepare it: 

«The grace and the gift is given in the Trinity, from the 
Father, through the Son, in the Holy Spirit. In the same 
manner that we are given grace from the Father through 
the Son, so too communion in the gift would not be 
possible if not in the Holy Spirit. Being participants we 
possess the charity of the Father, the grace of the Son 
and the xotvtovia той ayiou ГЬей о̂стос;, communion of his 
Holy Spirit» 9 5. 

The Holy Spirit disposes our human nature to receive divine 
grace. The Father represents divine charity, the eminent self-

donation of life itself; the Son is the spiritual incarnation of the 
gift of grace, the gratuitous entrance of God into man's realm; 
and the Spirit is the communion or community of Trinitarian 
divine life. 

God is an assembled congregation or body of persons who 
admits the entry of other spiritual beings into his common life. 
And the principal purpose of the Holy Spirit's mission is to 
draw men into the communal life of the Trinity. Then, as 
members of Christ's body, the Spirit vivifies them, and unites the 
world to himself in Christ 9 6 . Our regenerated humanity is in the 
Spirit inasmuch as we are related to Christ. The Spirit is not 
united to human souls as the Word is joined with Christ's human 
nature, but rather the Holy Spirit is the union or communion 
of divine Trinitarian life by which Christians are made one with 
him. 

In the first ten chapters of the Epistola Prima ad Serapionem, 
Athanasius explains the correct interpretation of the word «spirit» 
as it appears in Amos 4, 13: «for he who forms the mountains, 
and creates the wind (spirit), and declares to man his thought, 
who makes the morning darkness, and treads on the heights of 
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the earth — the Lord, the God of host is his name» 9 7 . There ex

ists a vital relationship between the divine ГЬбй|л.а and the created 
nvor\ — God always intervenes in the created world by way of the 
Spirit. In fact, he played an essential role at the moment of the 
world's creation. The Father is the origin or source of life, the 
Son is the mediator, and the Spirit communicates the power to 
exist. Origen referred to the Spirit as the «breath of the mouth 
of God» 9 8 , and Irenaeus wrote that the divine ayiov Пуей[л.а is 
eternal while the pnohv is only temporal 9 9. 

Athanasius reminds us that the Holy Spirit intervened in the 
act of creation: the Father «XTi£6fA6va exsi ex той ГЬеи^атос. roxpa 
той Лбуоъ» 1 0 0 — created all things through the Word in the 
Spirit. All created things have the power to exist by the Word 
from the Spirit. The pnohv is the temporal presence of the 
Pneu'ma who enables created beings to receive the influence of 
the mediating Word who sustains everything in his power. Irra

tional beings receive their natural and temporal life from God's 
Spirit, but man receives spiritual gifts that transcend his natural 
state — above all, he can receive eternal life. 

Following original sin, there was need for a new type of 
creation to carry out man's salvation, a new intervention of God's 
Spirit. When Our Lord announces to the Apostles that he and the 
Father will send a new Paraclete (cf. Joh. 20, 22), Christ breathes 
upon them and they receive his Spirit 1 0 1 , the breath of life ex

pired by the Son, who is a mystical communication of Divine 
Life to man 1 0 2 . The Johannine text refers to a new creation tak

ing place, a re-creation as described by Athanas ius 1 0 3 . The 
Apostles received the Spirit of Christ in order to continue his 
mission and to extend his work throughout time. We suggest that 
the nous was filled with the divine тгща. of the Holy Spirit, 
making us instruments of the Word. Although Athanasius does 
not explicitly speak of the Holy Spirit as person, he is not 
presented as an impersonal divine power. There would have been 
no need to defend the divinity of the Holy Spirit against the 
Tropici if the Spirit was just the personification of a divine 
force 1 0 4 . On the contrary, the Holy Spirit Himself enters the 
soul and imparts that which is characteristic of his Personality, 
the communion of life in the Trinity. 
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b) The Spirit enters the soul 

Athanasius emphasized that man was given a greater grace 
than that of Adam 1 0 5 . The sacrament of baptism imparts the Ho
ly Spirit and the Word: «things which are created through the 
Word have the vital strength of being of the Spirit by way of the 
Word» 1 0 6 . Adam possessed supernatural life, but the origin of 
that sanctity lay outside him, its source was in God. The 
hypostatic union joined the Word with our human nature in Jesus 
Christ. The transcendent God and Creator entered Our Lord, and 
following Christ's resurrection from the dead, the Spirit continues 
to form a «mystical body» of souls in Our Lord's glorified human 
flesh. Gregory of Nyssa described the Incarnation as the pure 
divinity of God joined with humanity, filling it with his vital 
energy 1 0 7 . 

The divine power of the Spirit becomes our internal life 
source: 'the Son is life, as is said: T am Life' (Job. 14, 6), we are 
said to be vivified in the Spirit* 1 0 8 . He transforms our being, 
making it a suitable abode for God. And as our vivifying princi
ple (aoToC<or|) he fortifies the soul so that Christ can live there. 
Unlike Adam, man can now be sanctified from within: «Adam 
received grace from without (e&oOev), and not adapted to the body 
(auvrip(jiaCT(ji£VT]v)»109. The greater grace of the new economy of 
salvation suggests that the act of faith in God, which takes its 
origin from outside of man, is complemented by the entrance of 
the Holy Spirit into the soul. The third person of the Blessed 
Trinity is the principle of adaptation and concord, conforming all 
men to Christ in his resurrected and «mystical body* 1 1 0 . 

Athanasius may have also had in mind the Pauline tradition 
concerning the two orders of intellectual activity in the soul: the 
7tv£uua and the vou?. The rational mind can exercise intellectual 
operations and arrive at clear, precise, and logical conclusions, but 
the spirit (nous) is capable of more profound insights. The human 
nous can receive strong spiritual lights from the Divine Spirit of 
God 1 1 1 . When the grace of the Spirit is adapted to the body we 
are made pneumatikos: we are no longer just logikos. We can now 
receive deeper spiritual insights because the source of grace 
emanates from within the soul. Basil wrote that, as a rational 
animal, man is capable of receiving divine communication given in 
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the living Spirit of God 1 1 2 . The Holy Spirit is internally present 
to the soul, he is the living law of God that gives us true 
freedom 1 1 3. Our freedom is an important aspect of human salva
tion because it is required for merit. One can expect a reward 
from another only if he can do something that is within his own 
power. And creatures can merit before God only if they receive 
this divine life from God and put it to good use. In a certain 
sense, man truly possesses his freedom, and that is the only thing 
he can offer to God and to others. 

5. The pouring forth of the Spirit 

In addition to intervening in the Incarnation of Christ and 
when Our Lord ordained his Apostles, God's Spirit came to a few 
select souls in order to prepare humanity for the coming of the 
Messiah. Following original sin, the Holy Spirit remained among 
the chosen people of God in the prophets. The advent of Christ 
was the moment designated for the Holy Spirit to be poured 
forth upon the souls of all just men 1 1 4 . We find that Athanasius 
places particular importance on the gift of prophecy, a manifesta
tion of the Spirits' inspiration in the soul. It is a grace that 
prepares us to recognize the Word Incarnate: 

«When Our Lord was among us we were promoted, as 
being rescued from sin (...). Before his becoming man he 
dispensed the Spirit to the saints, so also when made 
man, he sanctifies all by the Spirit* 1 1 5 . 

«Long ago he came to the saints individually, and guided 
them who legitimately received him, but neither when 
they were begotten was it said that he had become man, 
nor when they suffered that he himself suffered*116. 

The Holy Spirit led the saints 'by the Son in the Spirit ' 1 1 7 . 
He was a spiritual guide like that bestowed to Moses, who re
quested to be led into the Promised Land, not by an angel, but 
by the very Spirit of God 1 1 8 . 

All of this changed when the Son of God became Incarnate. 
Now the Holy Spirit permanently dwells in the Body of Christ, 
and the Spirit becomes irrevocable: «for while mere man receives 
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[grace], he is liable to lose it again, as was seen in Adam. He 
received God's grace and then lost it. So that the grace be ir

revocable and kept sure for men, he himself appropriates the 
gift» 1 1 9 . The Word gave the Spirit to Jesus Christ when he took 
our flesh, and following his Resurrection and Ascension into 
heaven, he supplies the Holy Spirit to men who believe in him 
and are incorporated into his Body. 

The effusion of grace in the Spirit is not given «directly» to 
the soul but is reserved as a deposit in the body of Christ. 
Athanasius describes the anointing of Our Lord by John the Bap

tist as a sign of his being formed by the Spirit. This represents 
the unction that all baptized Christians receive: 

«[The Saviour], being God, and always ruling in the 
Father's Kingdom, and being he who supplies [хорт)г6<;] 
the Holy Spirit, nevertheless is here said to be anointed 
so that in being anointed as a man by the Spirit, he 
might provide us men not only exaltation and resurrec

tion, but TT|V той IlveufxaTOi; ivoixTjatv xal stxetOTT|Ta 

xataaxeudar) — to prepare the inhabitation and administra

tion of the Spirit* 1 2 0. 

The Word became man in order to personally give us the 
Spirit of God who would administer the gifts of grace. His 
human body was anointed by the Holy Spirit so that the Word 
could dwell in it, and became a «deposit» of created grace to be 
given to other men. However, we should not view Christ as a 
mere central dispensary of grace. For someone to gain access to 
God's grace he must be inserted into the «mystical body» so that 
the Holy Spirit can administer it to him. When a man receives 
grace, both the Son and the Holy Spirit become present in him 
because they are consubstantial1 2 1. 

V . THE UNCTION AND SEAL OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 

The Holy Spirit anoints men and removes original sin from 
the soul in the sacrament of Baptism. This divine action removes 
the obstacle separating man from God. We now take a more 
detailed look at the transformation of the soul by the Holy Spirit 
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viewed as unction and seal. We believe that Athanasius' doctrine 
on this topic has not been fully appreciated nor studied to date. 
It could offer interesting considerations and perspectives on his 
theology of the Holy Spirit. 

1. Divinization 

As we mentioned earlier, Athanasius relies upon two fun

damental arguments to defend the divinity of the Holy Spirit: i) 
that He is consubstantial with the other two members of the 
Trinity — the Father and the Son; and ii) the Holy Spirit must 
be divine because he confers divinization to man. I cite at length 
a text that merits close scrutiny: 

Kal 8ia той ГЬеицатос, XeyofjieGa roxvxec, (лето/ос той 0еой. 
«Оих oiSaTS, yap <pr)atv, 64t vaoc. 0eou lore, xal то ITveufjia 
той 0еой ev ufxTv oixeT; El' TIC, TO vaov той 0еой 99eipei, 
ф9ереТ TOUTOV о 0е6с,. 'О yap vaoc той 0еой ayio? eariv, 
omvec. еате u[iet<;.» Ei XTia[Aa Ы TJV ТО ГЬей[ха то ayiov, оих 
av T15 ev аитф цетоиаСа той 0еой y£voiTO Tj[i,Tv. аХХ' т] ара 
хтСа|лат1 fxev аиут)лт6(Х£9а, аХХ6трю1 Ы 0£ia? «риа£<о? 
eyiv6[X£9a, со? хата [xriSiv аитт)? [Lvziypvzzc,. Nuv Ы, ОТЕ 
Х£у6(Л£8а [Х£тохо1 Хрютой xat [AETOXOI 0EOU, SeixvuTat то ev 
ri(xiv XpCa[Aa xal r\ o<ppayli; yct\ oiSaa TTJ; TWV yerjTwv cpdeto?, 
aXXa T^S той Tiou, 8ta той ev аитй IIveu(xaTO? auvanTovTo? 
T\[LO^ тф ПатрП22. 

This passage demonstrates how much Athanasius differs 
from the Arians. First, the Holy Spirit is homoousios with the 
Father and the Son; and second, the Holy Spirit is joined to the 
soul so that his uncreated unction and seal will produce a created 
effect in man. What is produced or created in the soul is a 
spiritual effect: participation in God. For us this is a created share 
in His life. The Holy Spirit gives man the life of Christ, «but 
when we are vivified in the Spirit, it is Christ himself who is said 
to live in us (cf. Gal. 2, 20)» 1 2 3 . The Holy Spirit «created» the 
fullness of grace in Christ, and he continues to «create» grace in 
the Christian. 

When the Word became man, God created a new situation 
for all of mankind. A specific human nature was assumed by the 
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Word and a new relationship was forged between God and man. 
The hypostatic union is of course a substantial union of the Word 
with Christ's human nature while our union with God is acciden
tal. Nonetheless, we do experience a type of personal union to all 
three of the divine persons, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Man can 
now live in God's heavenly presence because he is divinized in 
Christ's flesh: 

«Never could man have stood in the presence of God 
unless He that had taken on a body were the natural and 
true Word of God. And, just as we would never have 
been freed from sin and malediction unless the flesh taken 
by the Word were truly human (...) so man would never 
have been divinized unless he that became flesh were by 
nature the true and proper Word of the Father. For this 
was the union effected, that he who was man by nature 
might be united with Him who is by nature God, and 
that thus our salvation and divinization might be lastingly 
assured* 1 2 4. 

There is a kind of «extension» of the Trinitarian consubstan-
tiality to men through Christ 's flesh. Since Christ is now 
homoousios with humanity we can come to share in the Word's 
divinity. The Incarnation made the remission of sin possible and 
it disposes mankind to live in God's presence. The new plan of 
salvation is not a mere verbal presence of God through faith. 
Now, God Himself enters the soul to make it like Himself by 
divinizing it. The ineffable Word became consubstantial with man 
while remaining homoousios with the Father. He became like us 
to such an extent that he can even communicate his divinity to 
us by transforming our soul through union to the Word. Christ 
is the cause and vital principle of divinization. But it is the Holy 
Spirit who joins us to Christ and then to the Word. 

Athanasius believed that the Incarnation of the Word was 
the only viable means for redeeming mankind. Christ was not 
sent simply to be the full realization of man qua man but so that 
our salvation might be realized as a redemption. Mankind is not 
just liberated from sin, the Word communicates his divinity to 
the soul. We could say that sanctification or divinization is a pro
cess of immersion in Christ and assimilation to the Word. This 
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begins with an act of faith and sacramental baptism 1 2 5 , and our 
progressive conformation to Christ is advanced by the presence of 
the Holy Spirit 1 2 6 . 

Just what does Athanasius understand by divinization? We 
have already said that it consists of a mystical incorporation into 
Christ. It appears feasible also to consider divinization as the pro
mise of eternal life in heaven. Our divine vocation is to live in 
God's presence, that is, to be introduced into the Kingdom of 
Heaven: 

«"08ev T) aXrjOeux Seixvuai \ir\ etvat T&V YEVTTCOOV TOV AOYOV, 
dcXXa fiaXXov TOUTGJV OCOTOV STjfuoopYov OUTCD yap xat 
7tpoaeXa[5£TO TO yevriTOV xal avPpocomvov aco(xa, i v a , TOUTO OJ? 
87][juoupYd<; avaxociviaa?, ev eauTto $t<moii\<rr\ xat OTW? ei? 
PaatXeiav oupavwv eioayaa>YXl TOXVTOCC ̂ (la? xa(5' o[xoioTTiTa 
£xeivoo.» — Thus the truth demonstrates to us that the 
Word is not made, but rather he himself is their creator. 
For therefore did He assume the created and human 
body, that having renewed it as its Framer, He divinizes 
it in Himself and introduces us all into the kingdom of 
heaven after His likeness* 1 2 7. 

The human flesh of Christ was divinized by the Logos 
through the hypostatic union of his assumed body to the Son. 
This union divinizes human nature so that those creatures who 
exist in humanity can also come to enter into heaven. The Son 
assumed his human body so that he could divinize and exalt it. 
This most certainly occurs in the reception of the sacraments, the 
visible signs of Christ's grace. 

Athanasius makes little distinction between the first creation 
of Adam and the re-creation of man in Jesus Christ. In fact, the 
soteriological reconstitution of man takes precedence over the 
work of creation inasmuch as it is the completion of the original 
creative act of God 1 2 8 . We recall that God's presence in Adam's 
soul was an intellectual enlightenment that helped him discover 
his eternal destiny: 

«For God, the creator of the universe and king of all, 
who is beyond all being and human thought, since he is 
good and bountiful, has made mankind in his own image 
through his own Word, our Saviour Jesus Christ; and he 
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also made man perceptive and understanding of reality 
through his similarity to him, giving him also a concep
tion and knowledge of his own eternity, so that as long 
as he kept this likeness he might never abandon his con
cept of God or leave the company of the saints, but re
taining the grace of him who bestowed it on him, and 
also the special power given him by the Father's Word, 
he might rejoice and converse with God [aovojuXfj TO 
0 e f a ] , living an idyllic and truly blessed and immortal 
life»'1 2 9. 

When God «decided» to create man, the idea or image of 
the perfect man was conceived in His mind and posited as His 
own natural Son made man — Jesus Christ. Man was designed to 
be a «god on earth», a physical and spiritual representative of the 
unbegotten Son. Thus, the ontological presence of God was 
elevated to a new level of conscious awareness in Adam. 
Athanasius breaks with the Origenist idea of man's soul being 
trapped in his body; our body is not a punishment for original 
sin because it comes from God. The original Adam lived in God's 
company and enjoyed a foretaste of heaven in being able to con
template the Lord. Adam was destined to live eternally, and to 
grow in his intellectual union with God. 

For Athanasius, heaven is an eternal dialogue with God, an 
intercourse or mutual conversation with Him. Man's destiny is to 
eternally communicate with the three divine persons of the Trini
ty. We suggest that our salvation was raised to a higher level by 
the Incarnation. Our communication with God does not end here 
on earth, but we are exalted to such an extent that we «enter» 
God's personal communal life. All three persons form special rela
tionships with men because the latter are made in God's image — 
they are also persons 1 3 0 . Athanasius laid the conceptual ground
work for the notion of a verbal communication of God to man. 
Man's ontological dignity as an imago Dei was elevated so that he 
could «converse with God». 

Since God is eternal and immutable —no change can take 
place in his nature— he must have modified our human nature so 
it could receive the Holy Spirit. Our spiritual soul surpasses the 
purely animal one present in irrational creatures that bear vestigia 
Dei (traces of God). We see an important effect is this regard: 
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human beings can receive messages from God 1 3 1 . In the Old 
Testament, especially in the book of Wisdom, the ability to 
recognize our end and discover the means to attain it were of 
paramount importance. Divine wisdom was viewed as an «issuance 
from God» (cf. Wis. 9, 6) with a self-existent character. We could 
say that more than any other divine attribute wisdom was singled 
out as being like a person. 

Interestingly enough, the author of the Wisdom literature 
lived in Alexandria as did Athanasius. He described wisdom in 
terms similar to those of Anaxagoras' original notion of the nous. 
The nous was the divine logos or ratio of God that reveals a ra
tional order in the world. God reveals his presence in the world 
in a logical and a verbal way which human beings can discover. 
The mark or sign of his authorship and designs are imprinted in 
the nature of created things, and man's nous can discover this 
divine presence. The original conception of the nous received fur
ther transformation with Plato's introduction of goodness in 
association with the ordering Logos. We now have both an on-
tological and an ethical component to God's presence and in the 
perception of it. The Greek «world-view», which presented the 
Logos as a world-soul, is incorporated and modified by Jewish and 
Christian thinkers. But, the Wisdom literature adds a personal 
touch to the Word's presence in creation 1 3 2 by connecting it with 
their monotheistic God. 

Origen understood the nous as a third element in man, the 
most elevated and spiritual part of the soul. According to him, 
man is composed of a body, a soul, and the nous. Athanasius 
shared this view, presenting the nous as a specially endowed facul
ty, terming it the «mind of the soul». He even quotes the book 
of Wisdom to illustrate why our soul can be informed by the 
Spirit of God: the Holy Spirit is the «breath of the might of 
God» (cf. Wis. 7, 25), filling man with knowledge and love for 
God. The nous is capable of being activated by the Spirit, becom
ing the expression of God's divine wisdom. Man not only can 
hear God speak to him, but he can also speak for God. The Holy 
Spirit works in the nous and provides it with the enlightenment 
required for sanctification through participation in God's Logos. 

Prior to original sin, Adam and Eve could contemplate 
divine things: «for having no obstacle to the knowledge of the 
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divine he continuously contemplates by his purity the image of 
the Father, God the Word, in whose image he was made» 1 3 3 . 
Man's soul «was created in order to see God and be enlightened 
by him» 1 3 4 . Our soul reflects the dignity of the Word as God's 
representative in creation through spiritual enlightenment. It is as 
if God's light shines in the soul to reveal the hidden Word. The 
soul is illuminated in the Holy Spirit as St. Paul wrote: it is in 
the Spirit that the eyes of your hearts are illuminated 1 3 5. 

Following the Incarnation, divine contemplation takes place 
in the Spirit of God who reveals Christ to us. Justin Martyr's 
«logos theology» depicted the image or Word as a transformation 
of the knowledge of Faith into God-like virtues by means of 
spiritual enlightenment: «this washing is called illumination, since 
they who learn these things become illuminated intellectually* 1 3 6. 
Clement of Alexandria described this enlightenment as taking 
place through Christ 1 3 7 . We can summarize by saying that the 
Holy Spirit helps man discover, not himself, but the Word of 
God in his soul, who wishes to direct us toward an unknown 
country, the Kingdom of God 1 3 8 . The Logos is no longer far 
away, contemplated as «divine things in heaven» but he is the In
carnate Christ dwelling in us. 

We have discussed at some length the notion of divinization 
as being God's presence in the soul and that man can come to 
be like God in communication with the three divine persons. 
Now we direct our attention to the application of the merits of 
Christ's death and resurrection to us. As we commented earlier, 
this requires some form of union with the Word in Christ. 
Although Adam could contemplate God and be enlightened by 
him, Athanasius makes no mention of divinization per se. In fact, 
he does not even address the subject in the Oratio contra gentes. 
Although the term divinizing (©eoTtotrias-forming God) and other 
derivatives of ©eoTtoieco are numerous in this work, they are most 
often used with reference to idolatry 1 3 9 . This false «divinization» 
actually reflects and bears witness to the spiritual darkening of 
man's mind and soul: 

«For to such a depth have some fallen in their understan
ding, to such darkness of mind, that they have even devised 
for themselves, and made gods of things that have no ex
istence at all, nor any place among things created» 1 4 0. 
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Idolatry is a crucial point for Athanasius, and he dedicates 
an almost inordinate amount of space to it in Oratio contra gentes, 
teaching that the true purpose of its practice is to justify a search 
for pleasure 1 4 1 . The search for the sensual in place of the 
spiritual is attributed to the spiritual blindness of the darkened 
nous, and this makes it difficult for the soul to discern reality 1 4 2 . 

When Adam rejected God, the human mind was closed off 
from higher thought and it became the victim of a variety of im
aginary phantasms. Men attempt to «divinize» things which prove 
to be mortal. For example, even the Greek gods of mythology 
«divinize» their illegitimate offspring, condoning these sins to hide 
their own guilt 1 4 3 . And, this so-called 'power of divinization' is 
not attributed to the artist but to his technique — the lmavi)\i.ai 
®£07toiouai (the god-making arts) 1 4 4 . Therefore, the first divine 
precept for the Chosen People of Israel forbid idol worship 
because it defiles man 1 4 5 . It is good to admire the works of God 
in creation says Athanasius, but it is gravely sinful to make them 
out to be gods 1 4 6 . 

The truth of the matter is that the Word became man in 
order to divinize us: «a.x>ibc, rap evvapoomriotev, <*ina ihme;iw 
beopoihb;vmen» (for he became man that we might become 
divine) 1 4 7 . No creature can divinize anything. The Incarnation 
transfers the work of salvation from a spiritual enlightenment by 
the Spirit toward the filial adoption of man in the Spirit. An im
portant aspect of the image symbolism —man was created in the 
image of God (cf. Gen. 1, 26)— is man's incorporation into God 
through divine filiation. Man is placed into God as a son, but he 
is adopted by the Father in the eternal Son. The first letter of the 
Orationes contra Arianos speaks of how this takes place: 

«For there can be no adoption apart from the true Son, 
since he himself tells us: «no one knows who the Father 
is except the Son and he to whom the Son may choose 
to reveal him» [Luke 10, 22] (...). Since then all they 
are called sons and gods [by grace], whether on earth 
or in heaven, have received adoption and divinization 
through the Word, and since the Word is the Son, it 
is evident that all receive from him, that he is Son before 
all others, he alone is true Son, he alone true God of true 
God» 1 4 8 . 
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God offers us the possibility of becoming children of God 
in the Son so that we can participate in his own divine life. This 
new modus salutis continues to be essentially intellectual, that is, 
our divine call is to contemplate the Godhead. However, the way 
that it is done has been radically altered. Man has been raised 
above the angelic type of knowledge available to him in Adam so 
that he can know the Father as the Son knows him. We now 
have a filial knowledge of God the Father. 

The price for this type of redemption is incalculable, the 
Word Incarnate assumes our flesh in order to die as a man and 
give us the Spirit that formed it: 

«The Word was made flesh in order to offer up his body 
for all, and that we, partaking of his Spirit, might be 
divinized [8eo7toiTia»jvai], a gift which we could not other
wise have gained than by his clothing himself in our 
created body» 1 4 9 . 

Union with Christ requires a grace and a divinizing princi
ple that cleanse us of sin. Before the process of divinization can 
begin, the soul is cleansed by receiving the Holy Spirit, and then 
the Word obliterates original and personal sin from the soul. 
Athanasius speaks of Christ's «advance in wisdom» as the more 
patent manifestation of the Logos in Our Lord's humanity: «what 
moreover is this advance that is spoken of, but, as I said before, 
the divinizing (0eo7totr)0etaa) and grace (x«pi?) imparted from 
Wisdom to man, sin being obliterated in them and their inward 
corruption, according to their likeness and relationship to the 
Word?» 1 5 0 . Sin is destroyed in man upon receiving the Spirit and 
becoming related to the Son of God in Christ. The union of our 
flesh to the Word allows the Logos to re-create us in himself, he 
purges sin from the soul 1 5 1 . 

We have described how Athanasius understood divinization 
as an essential part of redemption, and that it was impossible 
before the Incarnation. But, he does not speculate on how Adam 
and Eve —along with all their descendents— would have reached 
heaven if they had not sinned. This is in keeping with 
Athanasius' very practical and Scriptural mentality. The fact of 
the matter is that Adam did sin, and the Incarnation of the Word 
made it possible for all men to become like God, not only 
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through contemplation, but also in human action. It seems 
curious, but he provides no conclusions concerning the impor
tance of the sacraments for that activity. It may have been too 
obvious for comment or simply beyond the scope of the impor
tant matters of the moment. 

2. Baptism: internal justification and spousal union with Christ 

Although Athanasius does not discuss justification per se, we 
have seen the importance he places on the sacrament of Baptism 
as the first step in man's personal redemption. He emphasizes this 
sacrament to the exclusion of all the others, but one is hard press
ed to find any reference to the other six sacraments. There are a 
few allusions to the Holy Eucharist, but even those are not cen
tral to his argument. Let us take a look at the effects of Baptism 
in the soul of the justified Christian. Earlier we described his view 
of Christ's baptism as a sign of the divine life a Christian receives 
when cleansed by the sacrament. The specific characteristic of bap
tism is the cleansing of the soul, but it also entails a regenerating 
grace. God «logifies» our nature in Christ's body: 

«As we were all from earth and die in Adam, being 
regenerated from above with water and the Spirit, in 
Christ we are all quickened [C<oo7toiou(Jie9a - vivified]; the 
flesh is no longer earthly, but henceforth logified 
[XoYd>0EiaT)?]»152-

The first thing that strikes us about this is that our spiritual 
regeneration affects the flesh or sdrx. Athanasius apparently did 
understand that original sin wounded our human nature and its 
cure is a result of Christ assuming a human body to the Word. 
The flesh of Our Lord is divinized or «logified» because it is 
united to the Logos. Therefore, we can understand baptism as the 
necessary means to become living members of Christ's «mystical 
body». 

Perhaps, regeneration is the re-creation of our nature, where 
the origin of our being is transferred to the Logos by the Holy 
Spirit. Then, the Word injects his divine life into the soul. The 
sacrament initiates the historical process of redemption in which 
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Christ's merits are applied to the soul. And this individual 
redemption is perfected by the Holy Eucharist: «we are divinized 
not by partaking in the body of some man, but by receiving the 
Body of the Word himself» 1 5 3. We receive the Sacred Humanity 
of our Lord in Holy Communion which continues to logify our 
human nature so that it participate more fully in God's divine 
life. Our purification is brought about through the hypostatic 
union of the divine Logos to a specific human nature, that of our 
Lord Jesus Christ. We might say that the Christian takes part in 
that grace of union when he/she enters into communion with 
God in the Church. 

What does Athanasius mean by logifying our human nature? 
He says that «we are filled with the justice of the Word» 1 5 4 . The 
divine therapy that cures us of the illness caused by original sin 
is not some sort of external treatment —a merely palliative 
measure—, but rather it is an authentic renovation of our nature: 

«In the beginning, when nothing existed at all, only a 
nod and an act of the will were necessary for the creation 
of the universe. But when man had been made and the 
necessity arose to heal, not the non-existent, but what 
had come into being, it followed that the healer and 
Saviour had to come to cure what existed* 1 5 5. 

Our Lord applies a spiritual therapy (6epa7ceuci)) by means of 
sanctifying grace. Baptism confers a type of sacramental medicament 
that heals the soul by removing the internal corruption of sin. When 
a Christian makes an act of faith in Jesus Christ as the Saviour 
he receives «life itself as a covering or garment, and corruption is 
destroyed by i t» 1 5 6 . A man sets aside the garment of sin, the cor
rupted human nature of our fallen condition, and puts on the eter
nal life of the Christ. This reflects the importance Athanasius placed 
on the Christian doctrine of creation ex nihilo. God as Creator is 
ontologically present in the most intimate recesses of our very be
ing but he cannot be known or manifest to us because of original 
sin. When our soul is stained by sin it must be re-made ab intra 
by Christ. The power of the Holy Spirit enters to capacitate the 
soul to receive the «express image» of God. 

We suggest that the Incarnation caused an ontological 
transformation of human nature by imparting a virtual axiological 
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improvement to the entire human race 1 5 7 . The act of faith and 
the sacrament of baptism relate us to Christ's «mystical body*; 
only then do we begin to share in his glory: «because of our rela
tionship to his Body we too have become God's temple, and con
sequently are made God's sons so that even in us the Lord is 
now worshipped* 1 5 8. The Word established a divine relationship 
with man when he assumed our nature, and the Logos became 
personally related to us. God does not begin to participate in 
humanity, but we receive his divinity in Christ. Our Lord became 
the gateway to heaven, the new type of humanity. He is the 
perfect divinized man that all men and women are called to be. 

Our incorporation into Christ initiates a new life which is 
similar to the new state created by the marriage of a man and a 
woman. In fact, Athanasius describes our union with Christ as a 
spiritual marriage in De Virginitate. The greatest of God's graces 
was to give us a sanctity like that of the angels, the supernatural 
virtue of virginity. The Church in fact refers to Christians that 
live in a celibate state as being brides of Christ (vuficpae; TOO 
Xpta-rou)159. Our Lord's body is both the paradigm and the very 
sacrament of virginity: 

«'T6 [Auarriptov ydp TOOTO, cprjat', m?eta »esti, xa8<b? ewtev o 
[xaxapis rcaoXoi;, OTI naq 6 xoXX?|jievoe VQ yuvaixt, ev aa>(ia 
eiaiv d|xtpo-u£poi. OUTCO ndXiv ma? avrjp f] yuvrj xoXXcajievoc; x& 
xopuo i'v 7rveu[ia e<ru». — «'this mystery', said Blessed Paul, 
'is great' [Epb. 5, 32], as all those who are joined to a 
spouse, both of them become one body. In the same way 
all men or women who are joined to the Lord, are one 
spirit* 1 6 0. 

St. Ambrose, who may have used this work to write his 
treatise on virginity, explained that man's union with God is in
dissoluble and eternal in virtue of a spousal bond formed between 
the believer and Christ 1 6 1 . The «grace of virginity* impresses a 
power of adherence to the Lord, a bond so strong that he who 
receives it is said to have the same spirit as Christ. A Christian 
can become ipse Christus, the same Christ, in virtue of the power 
of the Holy Spirit. The Son is the acting subject or person in 
which Christ lives. For us, our person lives in Christ in virtue of 
the power of the Holy Spirit, that unites us to the Logos. The 
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Christian lives an «angelic life» because the virtue of chastity 
comes from heaven and has an eschatological projection, elevating 
the soul toward the complete and consummate bliss of heaven 
where it is completely divinized 1 6 2. Ambrose writes that Christ 
is the author and the archetype of virginity because his human 
body was not contaminated by human generation. It was an in
strument of God's presence for man 1 6 3 . 

We believe that Athanasius understood our existence as be
ing an outflowing of God's divine life. We receive our being from 
God, and the Logos is the architect of that being. Man was made 
like God with the gift of reason which can lead him to an in
tellectual awareness of God's existence. He can discover the on-
tological presence of God in all creation, including his own soul. 
The Incarnation made this presence more divine because we can 
come to manifest the very Image of God, Jesus Christ, in our 
souls. No longer does man merely reflect the presence of the 
Creator in his thought and action, now the Spirit of Christ enters 
the soul to transform it into another Christ. For Athanasius the 
Johannine expression, 'being re-born in Christ', refers to baptism. 
The Holy Spirit engenders the divine life of Christ in us, he 
places us inside the eternal generation of the Son. 

The Holy Spirit confers a power of adherence to Our Lord, 
a spousal union that leads to a unity of desires with Christ. The 
personal desires of the Christian become identified with those of 
Christ, the glorification of the Father. This attitude allows us to 
understand the ways of God: 

«'A7t' OCUTOV yap xwv xoafxixwv, lav OiXcojiev, xal TOC avco 
voou[xev. ' H 8e auvairTOfjtivT) TO> ercoupavia) vu(j,<pia>, TO 6£XT)(jta 
TOO vu[A<pioo auTfjs xaTepya£eTai.» — «For example worldly 
things, if one desires them [for God], he will understand 
heavenly realities. That which is joined to the celestial 
spouse, does the will of the spouse» 1 6 4. 

The Christian is joined to the Lord's body and becomes one 
with him in mind and body. Just as in matrimony, when two 
human beings become una caro —one body and one spirit—, we 
are wed to Christ. Ambrose sees Christ as being «virginal chasti
ty*, he is the epitomy of perfect union and fidelity to God 1 6 5 . 
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The Christian desires are, above all else, to be united with 
Christ and transfixed to the cross with him: 

«This is the will of Christ, that those who are united 
with him, carry nothing of this world, nor care for ear
thly things; but rather they should only wish to hang 
from the cross, [the cross] from which he was crucified 
for us; he should be concerned to attend and be 
solicitous, day and night, to celebrate perpetual hymns 
and glorify him, and they will have the eyes of their 
minds enlightened, knowing his will and complying with 
it, possessing a simple heart and a clean mind» 1 6 6 . 

The Christian strives to praise God in all things, doing 
everything for the glory of the Creator 1 6 7 . This is the true end 
of man, to give glory to God. And one can give glory to God 
only by dying to oneself as if on a cross. 

Christians imitate the self-abandonment of Jesus Christ to 
the will of the Father, who took all of our sins upon himself and 
supports our passions and defects, becoming sin for us: 

«1 am from earth being mortal by nature, but I have 
subsequently become the Word's flesh, and he has borne 
my passions even though he is free of them. In this way 
I become free of them (...) as the Lord became man in 
putting on the body, we men are divinized by the Word 
in being taken to him 8ta vf\c, aapxo? au-cou [through his 
flesh], and henceforth inherit everlasting life» 1 6 8 . 

This ascetical abandonment is a continuation of Christ's in
itial kenosis at the Incarnation. According to the rite for atoning 
sacrifices in the Old Testament (cf. Lev. 4, 24; Num. 19, 9; Mic. 
6, 7; Ps. 40, 7), the word «sin» is the act of sacrifice or the victim 
offered. Christ was both the priest and the victim of the sacrifice 
on Calvary. In an analogous way, the Christian must live with 
this kenotic self-abasement, allowing the divine person of the 
Word to be the support and subject that acts in his l ife 1 6 9 . 

Jesus Christ suffered our just punishment and he bears our 
passions so that we can be divinized and manifest God's glory: 
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«The Lord himself said that the Spirit is the Spirit of 
truth and the Consoler [cf. Joh. 14, 16], this indicates that 
in him the Trinity is perfected. It is in him that the 
Word glorifies creation, and confers divinization and filia
tion by adoption, bringing men to the Father* 1 7 0. 

We have seen here that the sacrament of Baptism has three 
principal effects. First, it remits the guilt and punishment of 
original and personal sin and heals the wounds of corruption in 
our nature; second, the grace of the Holy Spirit inserts a person 
into the «mystical body» of Christ which makes the Word the ac
ting subject in him; and third, these two steps enable us to give 
glory to God the Father through the Son, in the glorified body 
of Christ. 

3. Man is Anointed and Sealed with the Spirit 

Jesus Christ became man in order to «make the leader of 
their salvation perfect through sufferings*1 7 1. The Word became 
man to suffer and die for the redemption of all men, and to 
replace Adam as the head of a regenerated body of men. Our 
salvation could have been accomplished without the Holy Spirit 
entering our soul, but this modus operandi modifies God's activity 
in us. Our human nature was cleansed of sin so that his Spirit 
could dwell there as in a temple: 

The Incarnate Word «supplies the Holy Spirit, never
theless here he is said to be anointed, so that being 
anointed as man with the Spirit, he might provide us 
men not only exaltation and resurrection, but the indwell
ing and intimacy of the Spirit*; Christ prepares the soul 
so that his Spirit might dwell in it- -coo IIveo[iaTOc, 
ivotxrjaiv xai oixetotTita xaxaaxeuaaTi 1 7 2. 

This appears to contradict what we stated earlier, that the 
Holy Spirit disposes our soul to be joined to the Word. God's 
personal actions in the soul are simultaneous, but we can describe 
it as a logical sequence of events. Christ took a body to himself 
to anoint it with the Holy Spirit, giving new life to his humani
ty. And since Christ is the way, the truth, and the life (cf. Joh. 
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14, 6), we receive the Word in the personal presence of the Holy-
Spirit. 

Christ received the Holy Spirit in the name of all mankind 
for our sanctification: «the Spirit's descent upon him in the Jor
dan was a descent upon us, because of his bearing the body» 1 7 3 . 
The assumed human nature of our Lord was anointed with the 
Spirit at the moment of the Incarnation, marking all mankind 
with his unction 1 7 4 .The genus of man was anointed with the 
Holy Spirit when the Word became man. But, how does the 
Spirit of Christ apply that unction to us? We now turn our atten
tion to the notion of chrism and seal. 

The first point to be made is that Athanasius designates the 
ointment as the Holy Spirit: «the Spirit is the unction (xpiajxa) 
and the seal (acpparts) in whom the Word anoints and marks all 
things* 1 7 5 . The Son of God anoints us by imparting the perfume 
and seal of Christ's Spirit. Our Lord prepares the soul to be a 
suitable abode for the divine Spirit, he oixeto-cTrca xaTaaxEuaar) 
—prepares the house— so that it can become a temple of the 
Spirit. Then, the Spirit imparts the perfume of Christ which 
signals our conformation to the image of the Son 1 7 6 . The Holy 
Spirit gives us the divine energy that makes divinization possible: 
«the Son is the power of God (cf. 1 Cor. 1, 24) and Lord of 
glory, and the Spirit is called the Spirit of power and the Spirit 
of glory» 1 7 7 . 

Theologians that followed Athanasius refer to Christ's 
humanity as being imbued with the divinity of God by a con
tinual presence of the Holy Spirit. Christians are initiated into a 
pneumatic «mystery of Christ* (cf. Eph. 3, 4), where the Son 
dwells with two natures, divine and human 1 7 8 . The person of the 
Son both anoints and is anointed; the Son can allow other 'per
sonal creatures' (i.e. spiritual beings) to participate in his filial rela
tion to the Father. And Christ's humanity underwent a threefold 
sanctification: (i) it was divinized by the hypostatic union, coming 
to belong to God; (ii) it was transfigured and assimilated to God; 
and (Hi) this new relation made his humanity an instrument of 
God's activity 1 7 9 . Christ's human flesh became part of the per
sonal union of the Logos with the divinizing Holy Spirit, the 
Spirit of the hypostatic union to the Logos. The Spirit is termed 
the bonus odor Christi, but the subject that confers this anointing 
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is Christ himself. It is as if our human nature ceased to really 
belong to us when it is incorporated into the Word. The divine 
person of Jesus Christ has become the acting subject. 

Athanasius discusses at considerable length the correct 
kenotic interpretation of Philippeans 12, 6-7. The ultimate reason 
for the humble self-abasement of the Son was to exalt and glorify 
man. Obviously, God was not altered in any way by the Incarna
tion. Christ's humanity was exalted at the Resurrection and 
Ascension into heaven. Furthermore, his glorified body enters the 
Kingdom of Heaven to become the representative of all mankind 
before the Father. He bears witness to the promise of the radical 
transformation that all men are called to undergo. For the Word 
to assume the form of a servant signifies the assumption or per
sonal possession of a concrete human nature by the Son. We 
could say that the Holy Spirit is the unction of Christ that con
fers the Word to us. He is the seal that the Incarnate Son im
presses on the soul in order to communicate his own divine traits 
and properties 1 8 0. 

The sweet fragrance of Christ's divine qualities is particular
ly evident in souls who completely commit themselves to God. 
They become like altars upon which the sacrifice of Calvary is 
renewed: 

«Nor would I hesitate to admit you to the altars of God, 
whose souls I would call without hesitation altars, on 
which Christ is daily offered for the redemption of the 
body. For if the virgin's body be a temple of God, what 
is her soul which, the ashes of the body being shaken off, 
is uncovered once more by the hand of the Eternal 
Priest, and exhales the vapour of divine fire. Blessed 
virgins, who emit a fragrance through divine grace as 
gardens do through flowers, temples through religion, 
[are] altars through the priest» 1 8 1 . 

The seal, then, represents the grace of the Spirit that 
capacitates man with the ability to conform himself to the perfect 
model of man, Jesus Christ. When a Christian receives the Spirit 
of Christ he/she begins to experience the indwelling of the Holy 
Spirit. And his presence divinizes the soul and spiritualizes the 
body. The glorification of our bodies will be like that of Our 
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Lord in kind although not in degree; in his «mystical body» ours 
are consecrated and sanctified by the Son 1 8 2 . 

a) The Judeo-Christian notion of XP^R* 

The Old Testament kings were anointed with oil to sym
bolize the penetration of the Spirit of God into their souls 1 8 3 ; 
they came to be «possessed» by the Spirit 1 8 4 . A king was con
secrated so that he could serve Yahweh, and the oil marked him 
with an external sign representing the divine power given him. 
The oil was a sign of richness and abundance, an expression of 
the sanctity communicated to the anointed one 1 8 5 . For the 
Israelites, the fertility of the Promised Land was a special grace 
from God, and the shiny oil represented the land's productivi
t y 1 8 6 . It had a dynamic effect upon the anointed person, making 
him a participant of a sacred realm. The oil in and of itself was 
just a vehicle of potentiality1*7, an instrument employed by God 
to insert spiritual graces. The king was consecrated for a mission 
that required the communication of divine powers to fulfill it. 
Since the Lord was actually present in him, he was referred to as 
God's ambassador. He pronounced the words of the Lord (Es. 61, 
1) and God spoke in his mouth (// Sam. 23, 1-2). However, he 
always remained a man with all of the physical and moral 
weaknesses characteristic of men (// Sam. 3, 39; Ps. 51, 7-13). 

The Arians viewed the anointing of Christ as the santifica-
tion and exaltation of the Son, therefore, Christ was not really 
God. His anointing was some sort of royal unction that conferred 
the gift of divine filiation and was not a visible confirmation of 
it. This Arian doctrine is radically antikenotic. The self-abasement 
of the Son is eliminated if the Logos was not truly made present 
among men by the Incarnation. Athanasius replies that Christ is 
anointed 8i' ritxa?, for us, in order to die for us and introduce us 
into heaven. Both the grace of anointing and the exaltation refer 
to the temple of the Word's human body which received the 
power to sanctify himself and others in the Holy Spirit. 

b) Impression of the [i,op<pr|v Xptorou 

Athanasius also describes this unction as «the breath (izvor\) 
of the Son» 1 8 8 in which the Word impresses a seal of the 
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Spirit 1 8 9 . This seal cannot be a mere 'spiritual mold' into which 
Christ is cast. The seal probably signifies the opus perfectionis so 
characteristic of all the works of God. Man is a creature in fieri, 
he is being made day by day by his conscious activity and the 
help of the Holy Spirit who «coronates» man qua man. He 
elevates his nature by drawing him into God, and transforms it 
by raising it to possibilities beyond our natural condition. The 
Spirit is the «au-c6 [xexax6(X£vov xal CwonoioGv xa x-uia(xa-ca» — the 
very object of participation and vivification of creatures 1 9 0. He is 
the ontological principle of divine life in Christ. 

The Holy Spirit as seal imparts the impression of Christ's form, 
the human existence of the Word which bears the image of the 
Son 1 9 1 . In Oratio contra Arianos Athanasius gives an excellent ex
planation of the term image when used as a metaphor for participa
tion. In this passage he demonstrates that the Son is distinct from 
the Father but, at the same time, he is consubstantial with him: 

«We may perceive this easily from the illustration of the 
Emperor's image. In the image is the shape and form of 
the Emperor, and in the Emperor we see that shape which 
is in the image. The likeness of the Emperor in the image 
is exact, so that a person who looks at it sees the Emperor 
in it. And he who sees the Emperor recognizes that it is 
he who is in the image (...). He who worships the image, 
worships the Emperor in it, for the image is his form and 
appearance*1 9 2. 

Basil repeats the idea: «an image is such by imitation, while 
the Son is by nature. In a similar way in art, the resemblance is 
taken from or imprinted with the form; and thus, it is in the xoivtovioc 
of the deity where the principle of unity resides*193. Redeemed man 
is called to incarnate the [xopqcf) Xpuruou in his flesh and to imitate 
the words and deeds of Christ. Our likeness or resemblance derives 
from the form of Christ imprinted by way of the principle of com
munion, the Holy Spirit. According to Basil, we can see the Im
age (Christ) in the cpcoTia(xco TOO Ilveujjia-cs, clarity of the Spirit 1 9 4 ; 
the act of faith disposes one to receive a rational power from the 
Holy Spirit 1 9 5. Perhaps we can think of the Holy Spirit as an on
tological receptacle or crucible into which the figure of Christ is cast, 
the spiritual ambiance or milieu that allows Christ to live in us. 
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He unites us to the Son and the Father by means of an intellec
tual generation. The life of Our Lord is engendered in the mind 
by the act of faith so that we can receive the form of Christ and 
be united to the Father 1 9 6 . 

4. The «bonus odor Christi»: the practice of Christian virtue 

For the early Church Fathers the term «to dress» referred to 
the faculties of a specific nature. When Adam sinned our human 
nature was wounded, making it impossible to achieve salvation. 
Our nature was «redressed» with a tendency to offend God. We 
are now pronus ad peccatum. Christ came to re-dress us with 
a pure and clean human nature. Athanasius also used the term 
evSufia (garment) when writing about putting on the maris TOO 
Xptaxou, the «faith of Christ» 1 9 7 . Even the cross is like a gar
ment: he urges us to «wear the sign of the cross» 1 9 8. We can 
contemplate the Father in Jesus Christ through his words, his 
sacrifice and his human virtue. God's wisdom has become man, 
and we gain access to God through Christ, albeit still shrouded 
in mystery 1 9 9 . In speaking about nonbelievers, Athanasius urges 
Christians to carry out their apostolate in such a way that others 
can encounter Christ in them: «let him accept the faith of Christ 
and come over to his teaching, and he will see the weakness 
of death and the victory won over i t » 2 0 0 . A convert to Chris
tianity puts on the faith of Christ201, that is, he or she accepts the 
divine revelation of God as taught by Jesus Christ and struggles 
to live it. 

The Word became Incarnate so that his assumed body might 
be united to Life, sanctified and raised to eternal l i fe 2 0 2 . Our 
body is like straw, naturally susceptible to fire, but covering it 
with a fire-proof material protects it from damage 2 0 3 . Everyone 
who puts on the «faith of Christ» is protected from eternal death. 
The soul receives an internal transformation by faith: «if death 
were kept away from it [the body] by only a command it would 
still be mortal and corruptible (...), to prevent this from happen
ing it put on the incorporeal Word of God, and thus men no 
longer fear death or corruption having life itself as a covering, and 
by it corruption is destroyed* 2 0 4 . Men that are baptized in 
Christ are «redressed» with the sanctified human nature of Our 
Lord. In the final analysis, the reason for receiving Christian bap-
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tism, and of being redressed with Christ, is to confer divine im
mortality to the body 2 0 5 . 

Faith is the indispensable foundation of this new life in 
Christ, it eliminates fear of all evil and the sense of insecurity so 
common in the present life. He purifies us of sin and binds us 
to himself together with the other members of the Church 2 0 6 . In 
St. Antony, Athanasius discovers a man who really lives by the 
«faith of Christ». He struggled to make the faith operative 
through the practice of human virtue and the renouncement of 
earthly pleasures in favor of the eternal treasures of heaven: 

«vAXXooc. xs ocpstXofxev XoYt£sa9ai, oxi, xav \p\ acpwfxev St' 
apsxTjv, aXX' uaxspov arco9vT|axovx£c; xaxaXi[xitavo[xsv auxa 
TCoXXaxie, xat ot ou JSXOJXSV, toe, iixvr|[x6v£v<jsv o 'ExxXriaiaaxf^. 
Ala xi ouv (XT) Si' apsxTjv T|fxst<; xaxaXijX7tavo|xev, I'va xat 
9aaiXsiav xXr|povo[XT|a9[xsv; (...) xi ou [xaXXov exsiva xxco[xe9a, 
a xal [xs' sauxtov apat 8uva|xs9a, axiva eaxi 9p6vT)ai?, 
Btxaioauvrj, svfros?ynh, avSpeta, s?ynesiw, ayaTtri, 
<ptXo7txcoxta, 7tiaxti; rj si? Xpiaxov, aopyrjala, 9tXo?svta . . .» 2 0 7 . 

The only human possessions that last are the moral values 
assimilated to the person by the practice of virtue. The ascetical 
work on the life of Antony, the Vita Antonii, adds a key element 
to Athanasius' theology. The Christian co-operates with the grace 
of God by living Christian virtue. Man comes to really reflect the 
nature of God when he gives of himself to God and to others, 
surrendering what is of greatest value, himself. This commitment 
to God in the practice of virtue is the point of articulation bet
ween grace and action. Christ embodies all good and true human 
values, and imitation of him «constructs» our spiritual edifice: 

Antony learned how to live a virtuous life because he con
templated God and observed the behavior of other holy men wor
thy of emulation: 

«He observed the graciousness of one; the unceasing 
prayer of another; he took knowledge of another's 
freedom from anger and another's loving kindness; he 
gave heed to one as he watched, to another as he studied; 
one he admired for his endurance, another for his fasting 
and sleeping on the ground; the meekness of one and the 
long suffering of another he watched with care, while he 
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took note of the piety towards Christ and the mutual 
love which animated all. Thus filled, he returned to his 
own place of discipline, and henceforth would strive to 
unite the qualities of each, and was eager to show in 
himself the virtues of al l» 2 0 8 . 

Antony also shows that there is no real conflict between what 
the philosophers term faith —an irrational belief in a divine God— 
and the divine knowledge of Christian Faith. The latter is a ra
tional or logical understanding of reality. The apparent conflict bet
ween faith and reason regarding Christ and our salvation lies in 
how to acquire that knowledge. For Antony, this took place by 
forming o vou? Oyiaivet, a sound mind 2 0 9 . True knowledge is attain
ed by the spiritual part of the soul, through the mind (nous)210, 
and Faith comes from God himself through Jesus Christ: 

«'HjjieT? 7totvuv ot XpiaTiavol oux iv ao9ia Xoycov 'EXXr)vtxaiv 
iyp\Lvt TO jjioanqpiov. dcXX" iv 8uvafi£i matuoc imxopT\yo\j\u\)r\c, 
^juv Std Trjaou Xpiarou @eou»211. 

The ascetical struggle depicted in the Vita Antonii is a prepara
tion for the spiritual combat the saint wages against the demons; 
it makes man strong, powerful and perfect in God's eyes 2 1 2 . The 
struggles of a Christian are directed to the acquisition of virtue by 
rejecting temptation and dedication to work well done. 

Christians avoid fighting amongst themselves because they 
prefer to build instead of destroy: «when they hear the teaching 
of Christ, they immediately turn from war to farming, and in
stead of arming their hands with swords they stretch them out in 
prayer; and instead of waging war among themselves, they arm 
themselves against the demons, subduing them with the weapons 
of sobriety and spiritual virtue* 2 1 3 . The imitation of the life of 
Our Lord Jesus Christ is only efficacious with the assistance of 
the Holy Spirit who gives us the power to act as Christ, with his 
same intentions and sentiments. 

V I . THE SPIRIT MAKES M A N A TEMPLE OF GOD 

Contra arianos I-III offers a progressive development of 
Athanasius' doctrine on Christ as the full possession of the Holy 
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Spirit. The Word of God was not altered in taking his wxpÇ (sdrx), 
but rather he divinized it for the glory of his Father: «T<pcoaiç 8è 
f|v t o ©eorcoteîaOai aoxov» — his exaltation was his proper diviniza-
t ion 2 1 4 . Baptism makes us temples of God by introducing us into 
the exalted and divinized Body of Christ: «For it is the Father's 
glory that man, made and then lost, should be found again; and 
when dead, that he should be made alive, and should become 
God's temple. (...) that even when he became man, the Son of 
God is worshipped, and the heavenly powers will not be astonish
ed at seeing all of us, who are of one body with him, introduced 
in their realms [angels and archangels]* 2 1 5. The promise of our 
future exaltation and bodily resurrection is included with the gift 
of the Spirit 2 1 6 , and the sanctification of men begins in Christ 
and is continued in his «mystical body». 

1. Human nature is anointed and sealed 

The Hellenic idea of the nous was used by Athanasius to ex
press man's intellectual participation in God's science, a 
knowledge that is made possible by the grace of faith. Adam and 
Eve's sin left them and all their descendents blind to divine 
things, and they began to act for merely personal motives since 
they had ceased to work for the glory of God. The Incarnate 
Logos receives sanctification in himself, constituting himself as ôSôç 
a>07tep xod àp%r\, the way and active principle, of the Holy Spirit 
and his gifts. We have already mentioned that Christ's anointing 
was a sign of our own future glorification in heaven. Christ 
received the Holy Spirit so that he could give him to us for our 
sanctification. The Son was always holy, and the kénotic mission 
of the Logos restores the Holy Spirit to humanity. When the In
carnate Word received the Spirit as man, he was constituted as the 
Head of humanity. 

a) The Spirit gives participation in divine nature 

Athanasius corrected the Arian error concerning the relation
ship between the Son and the Spirit in God. The Son does not 
partake of the Spirit, rather the Son gives him his own holiness 
for communication to creatures: 
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«A11 other things partake of the Spirit, but he, according 
to you, of what is he partaker? of the Spirit? No, but 
rather the Spirit himself takes from the Son, as he himself 
says; it is not reasonable to say that the latter is sanctified 
by the former. Therefore it is of the Father that he par
takes (...). But this which is participated, what is it [exact
ly] or from where does it derive? (...). What is partaken 
of is not external to God, but from the essence of the 
Father* 2 1 7. 

The Son fully participates in the essence of the Father, and 
the Spirit takes this divine nature from the Son. The essential 
characteristic of the Holy Spirit, then, is reception of divine 
nature. He receives the complete essence of God from the Father 
through the Son. Besides being the «spirit of filial adoption* 2 1 8, 
the Holy Spirit is also the communicable possession of God 2 1 9 . 
Now the formulation in the Spirit takes on a new meaning, it in
dicates that baptism imparts a participation in the fullness of 
created grace that is contained in Christ's humanity 2 2 0 . The liv
ing water (u'Stop £COTOX6<;) of the Spirit is ercXr)p&)0T]221 (replete), it 
is the fullness of grace that unites us to Christ like precious 
stones mounted on firm bedrock 2 2 2. Besides making a man a true 
son of God, by inserting him into the life of the Trinity, the 
Spirit confers a faculty or capacity to receive and utilize the 
divine attributes of the Son. 

The reception of the Holy Spirit is the first step in the pro
cess of sanctification. He communicates divine knowledge since he 
is the spirit of truth, the communicable «express image* of God: 

«It is not by a creature that we were united to him [the 
Word] and to the Father, but rather by the Holy Spirit, 
who was promised when he said that he would not send 
an angel, but «the Spirit of truth that proceeds from the 
Father* \Joh. 15, 26], who was derived from him and 
given* 2 2 3 . 

The temporal mission of the Holy Spirit has Christ as its 
foundation. His work in us is essentially Christocentric. Although 
we receive a created grace that unites us to the Logos, it is the 
Holy Spirit who gives us the power of union. 
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In the second century, Irenaeus considered the Holy Spirit 
to be the constitutive element of the perfect man. The Gift of the 
Spirit allows one to discover the created gift of grace and the 
Giver of the Gift, Christ, who is inseparable from it 2 2 4 . This 
doctrine was common among the Greek Fathers, who insisted 
that a created grace exists in the soul by way of the Holy Spirit. 
The seal of the Spirit appears to be this conformation of man to 
the divinity of Christ. The Spirit impresses the figure and the 
characteristics of Our Lord in the soul and produces a semblance 
or likeness to him. Here we see the meeting point of two worlds, 
the uncreated Spirit and the created conformation to Christ. The 
process of sanctification is a continual identification of the soul 
with Christ, a more faithful reproduction of the [xoptpri Xpureou. 

b) The Spirit reveals the Word in us 

Besides the grace given the soul by the presence of Christ's 
Spirit, how does one cooperate with this conformation to Christ? 
The Word constantly bestows his Spirit to the soul so that we 
can hear the Word, the Spirit reveals Christ's presence in us 2 2 5 . 
The Christian hears the Word in the Spirit: «and so, if the saints 
say, «listen to what the Lord says», it is none other than in the 
Spirit which he speaks, and speaking in the Spirit it is in Christ 
he speaks those words» 2 2 6 . The gift of faith communicates a 
message and a power of discernment in the Holy Spirit. He 
makes the Word decipherable by the charism of discerning spirits: 

«Ai' o xai noXXfji; EUXTJE, xat aaxrjaecoi; eaxi XP e' a- TlS> 
XaP<i)v 8ta xou IIveu(xaTo; x^P 1 1^ 0 1 8iaxpiaew{ 7tvE0|jt,axa>v, 
Yvaivat £ovTi9fi xa xax' aoxou?. — Therefore much prayer 
and asceticism is needed so that one who receives through 
the Spirit the gift of discrimination of spirits might be able 
to recognize their traits» 2 2 7 . 

As we described above, one distinguishes the real from the 
imaginary with the nous. This faculty discerns the first principles, 
especially the principle of identity. Athanasius seems to say that 
the Holy Spirit restores or re-creates the nous to its original clari
ty so that phantasms of our own invention do not mislead us. 
We see «in the clarity of the Holy Spirit» who reveals the Word's 
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presence. This is important because Satan relies on spiritual blind
ness to perform evil in and through creatures: 

«We need not fear their apparitions, for they are nothing 
and they disappear quickly-especially if one fortifies 
himself with faith and the sign of the cross» 2 2 8 . 

«They are evil, and they despise nothing so much as in
flicting injury on those who love virtue and honor God. 
But because they have no power to act [8ia 8e TO fjuqSev 
Suvaajiai jrotetv], they do nothing except issue empty 
threats. If they had the power, they would not delay, but 
immediately would perform the evil for which they have 
a ready inclination — especially evil directed against 
us» 2 2 9 . 

Hell and the creatures that dwell there are unable to exercise 
their free will except through free creatures. Therefore, sin and 
evil are products of man who is separated from God. The devil 
induces men to sin, but they are powerless to take real possession 
of us because Christ has come to «take possession* of the human 
race. 

2. Divine filiation 

A few authors claim that Athanasius understood our first 
parents as being true children of God, possessing two images of 
God 2 3 0 . One is a «natural image* given in creating him as a ra
tional man, and the second is a «supernatural image* conceded 
when he was elevated to a state of divine filiation: 

«The so-called sons of virtue and grace have a grace in 
place of nature by way of acquisition (...). As the men 
who received the Spirit by participation Scripture says: «1 
begat and exalted children, and they rebelled against me 
[cf. / 5 . 1, 2]». Of course, since they were not sons by 
nature, when they changed [sinned], the Spirit was taken 
away and they were disinherited* 2 3 1. 

Man can never be a «natural son* of God because his nature 
is created and human. However, following the Ascension of Our 
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Lord, the Holy Spirit gives us the power (iijooaia) to become 
children of God in Christ. This is a new type of divine filia
t ion 2 3 2 , a Christological filiation. Adoptive filiation in Christ en
sures that we will never lose access to God because the Spirit is 
always present in his body. 

Compared to the grace man now has, the grace of Adam 
was substantially the same and had the same formal effects —adoption 
as children of God, and entitlement to inherit heaven— however, 
they differ in degree and modality 2 3 3 . Our grace is founded upon 
the uncreated grace of Christ, it is irrevocable, and permanently 
present in his human nature due to the hypostatic union. We can 
even say that the grace of the Spirit is perfected in Christ's 
human body 2 3 4 . 

a) Man made xexva ©sou 2 3 5 

Our divine filiation begins with the sacrament of Baptism 
which washes us in the living water of the Spirit: 

«'Ex£Xeoae rap TÎ xa? Pa7ru£ea9ai oux ei<; ovojxa ayevriTou xal 
Y£VT)TOC, ouSe tic, ovojxa axttcrcou xal XTiafiaxo?, »alF ei? 
8vo(i.a IlaTpoi; xal Yiou xal ayttoou Ilveu(xa'co$. OUTGO rap 
TeXeio6(i.avot UTO7TOIOU(xs@a xal 7|[xeli; aXri9toi;»236. — we are 
baptized, not in the name of the unbegotten and begot
ten, not in the name of the uncreated and created, but in 
the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. 

We become children of God in the Spirit by invoking the 
three persons of the Trinity. As St. John, Athanasius uses the for
mulation -cexva ©sou and uto? 0eoO to distinguish the promise and 
the fulfillment of the promise of divine filiation. Man is begotten 
(yevva9ai) in the Spirit and receives divine filiation in him: «they 
could not become sons, being by nature creatures, except by 
receiving the Spirit of the natural and true Son» 2 3 7 . 

Basil said that we are properly sons of God as opposed to 
a mere figurative filiation. And Athanasius writes that we are 
•cexva 0eou, but we are promised to be transformed into UIOOO-CT]?; 
— real sons, to fully participate in Christ's sonship: 
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"«"OTOCV» Yap, chsni, «cpav£pco9fi, 6(xoiot аитф £a6[xe9a»: 
8|i.otoi STJXOVOTI OU TTJ ouaia, aXXa Tfi UIOTTJTI, f\c, 
(xeTaXa(xP<xvo[X£v тахр' аитой'» — for «when he shall appear, 
we shall be like him» [/ Job. 3, 2], like that is, not in 
essence but in sonship, which we shall partake from 
him 2 3 8 . 

To be a child of God is the most eloquent way of express

ing our resemblance to God. Man was made «in the image of 
God» which is seen in the intellectual and spiritual operations of 
the soul. But the most «personal» characteristic of this reality is 
to be another oi6<; 0eoo. The fulfilled promise of filiation is 
destined to grow on earth and to be fully realized in heaven. 

Since man is different from God by nature, he cannot 
become a natural son of God. The only way he can «live» in God 
is by way of a personal relation of adoptive filiation in the person 
of the Incarnate Word. We are promised to become true sons in 
Christ: 

«Kai rcaXtv той Хрштой OVTOC. <xXri9ivou Yiou, тцлеГ? тб 
Hveufxa Xa[xPavouT£$, uiootufisGa: «0u yap 1Ха(5£те», fhsfii, 
ГЬей[ла SouXeia?. rcaXiv sic, q>o[3ov' aXX' еХа(кте Ilveu(xa 
иЕоЭеаСас,» (Rom. 8, 15). YioTocoufxevoi Ы x€> Ilv£U(jiaTi, 
SfjXov, OTi iv XpiaTOco Xpr)[jiaTtCo(Ji£v Tsxva ©еой». — And 
again, given that Christ is the true Son, we are made sons 
in receiving the Spirit. «You haven't received a spirit of 
enslavement, something to be feared, rather you have 
received the Spirit of divine filiation*. But made sons by 
the Spirit, it is evident that in Christ we are christened 
[called] sons of God 2 3 9 . 

The Spirit christens the soul and makes us anointed members 
of Christ's «mystical body». We do not participate in God by 
means of a sort of direct contact with His divine nature, but 
rather by the filiation of Christ imparted to us in the Holy Spirit. 
We are joined to the Son as a spouse and to the Father as a 
child 2 4 0 . We recall that Athanasius believed that the Holy Spirit 
is the ontological principle in which we participate, and Christ is 
the spouse to whom we are united by the Spirit. 
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We must bear in mind that Athanasius draws a clear distinc
tion between our adopted filiation and the natural one of Christ. 
It is in Christ that we are children of God, because 'as many 
received him, he gave them the right to become children of God' 
(Job. 1, 12)» 2 4 1 . The distinction between children of God (-cexvoc 
0eoo) and sons of God (uioc. 0eoo) is clearly Johannine. Only the 
Word is Ytoc.. Men can become -cexva — adopted children of God, 
but our filial relationship is conformed to the Son's relation with 
his Father. Adoptive filiation is not an analogue or a mere 
resemblance to Christ's natural filiation. The Incarnation placed 
the source of filiation in a nature, that of Jesus Christ 2 4 2 . This 
source is the Holy Spirit, the 'spirit of filiation', who restores a 
filial frankness (n<xppr\ai<x) in dealing with God 2 4 3 . 

b) The resurrection of Christ and men 

We conclude from this investigation that Athanasius viewed 
grace as the gift of divine filiation given to man by the Holy 
Spirit. Of course, the divine Spirit is a x*P l? o r divine favor: «[we] 
have received the Spirit by participation* 2 4 4 and we come to «be 
in the Son and in the Father because the Spirit is in us» 2 4 5 . He 
is the vital principle of life that vivifies our nature 2 4 6 by making 
our flesh capable of receiving the impression of the Word in the 
form of Christ 2 4 7 . The Holy Spirit disposes our nature to receive 
the impression of Christ in the seal of the Spirit. Perhaps he acts 
in man like he did in raising Christ from the dead: 

«The Spirit is called vivifying, as Paul wrote: «he who 
resurrected Jesus Christ from the dead, will also vivify 
your mortal bodies with his Spirit that dwells in you» 
(Rom. 8, 11). The Lord is life itself and «the author of 
life» as Peter says (Act. 3, 15); but the Lord himself said: 
«the water that I will give you will become a source of 
water that surges up to everlasting life» (Job. 4, 14)» 2 4 8 . 

The Holy Spirit communicated Life to the aap? of the dead 
Christ and resurrected his human flesh. He re-united the separated 
human soul to his inanimate corpse. In a similar way, all men 
who die in the «faith of Christ» are crucified in his Body and 
receive his divine life: «he who raised up Jesus Christ from the 
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dead will give life to your perishable bodies by his Spirit dwelling 
in you» 2 4 9 . The Father and the Son act in the soul through the 
Holy Spirit, conferring God's Life in Christ 2 5 0 . And the Spirit of 
Christ engenders supernatural life in concert with the Son as a 
donum Dei, a gift of life that is inserted into the soul 2 5 1 . 

3. Spiritual progress 

The Holy Spirit renders our flesh capable of seeing the 
Word by faith and of being sanctified by him through virtuous 
acts. Prior to the Incarnation, he was present to men as a divine 
assistance in certain special moments and circumstances 2 5 2 . 
However, following Christ's glorification, the vivifying Spirit can 
be received by all men as participation in the wisdom of God: the 
Son is Wisdom, and in receiving the Spirit of Wisdom we receive 
the Son, and in him we are made wise 2 5 3 . Athanasius combines 
the classical «logos theology* of early Patristic thought with the 
Old Testament image of the Spirit as the Wisdom of God. The 
Aristotelian view of wisdom emphasized the practical intellect, a 
faculty that judges the prudent course to follow in human acts. 
Here too, Athanasius seems to understand the Spirit as the divine 
person who confers this capacity to the soul. 

This divine sagacity must be put to good use so that we are 
perfected in charity. It is used well when we direct our actions 
toward the contemplation of God and the service of others: 
«T£TeXetcoToci hi TO e'prov, OTI, XuTpcoGevTe? owed TTJC; <x(i.apTta? ot 
avOpoOToi, OOXETI (xevouai vexpof ocXXa xal 0£O7rot7)6evT£s e'xouaiv, iv 
Ti[xTv pXsTtovTec., iv aXXr|Xotc, TOV auvBeafiov T% <XYOOTT)C;.» — the work 
is perfected because men, redeemed from sin, no longer remain 
dead; but being divinized (0£O7roir)PevT£?) in looking at us [the 
Godhead], have the bond of charity in each other 2 5 4 . Contempla
tion is the activity that divinizes, but the bond of love in the 
Spirit ensures that the divine work is completed. The a.y6nzr\ of 
the Spirit is a prolongation of divine love that makes filial rela
tion with God possible. This bond of charity unites us to Christ 
in a divinizing contemplation of God so that we become one 
with him and are perfected in h im 2 5 5 . 

Contemplation is the principal human means of divinization. 
The effort to pray and to appreciate the human virtues lived by 
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Christ opens the door of the soul to the infusion of the charity 
of the Spirit. But, the theological virtue of charity is the principle 
of new supernatural life. It not only elevates man's being to the 
state of divine sonship and participation in God's nature, but it 
also transforms the will. This supernatural or theological virtue, 
like faith and hope, makes us pleasing to God because of the ex

cellence of the acts they enable us to perform 2 5 6 . 

a) Imitatio Christi Capitis 

We have seen that redeemed man experiences a gradual 
transformation of his being and his activity 'in the Spirit': «Tr)v 
Ы aapxa SEXTIXTJV той Лоуои хатастхЕоааа?, £Jtoir|CT£v ^(ха? [лг)Х£Т1 

х а т а а а р х а гсершхтеТу, аХХа х а т а IIv£U[xa [cf. Rom. 8, 4]» — having 
rendered the flesh capable of the Word, he made us no longer 
walk according to the flesh, but according to the Spirit 2 5 7 . Our 
flesh is made capable of possessing the Word when it is cleansed 
of sin. And «to walk according to the Spirit* is to be interiorly 
transformed by the Spirit of Christ, to become another Christ. 
The dual presence of the Son and the Spirit is also evident in St. 
Paul where there is no essential difference between Eivai iv Xptarco 
and Etvai iv Ilv£u[xaTi — to be in Christ and to be in the Spirit. 
To know Christ is the gift par excellence of the Spirit 2 5 8 . 

The gift of the Spirit is a supernatural virtue or habitus 
that renders the invisible Word visible in the human nous. Man's 
spiritual progress is a gradual assimilation to the Word that is 
accomplished by renouncing the passions and desiring greater 
union or identity with the Word: «our increase (aol-fjaai) is no 
other than the renouncing of fleshly things and coming to the 
Word himself*259. It is similar to the growth of Our Lord in 
«stature»: 

«ОЗте y a p auijdvovToc; iv r|Xixta той аа>[хато?, OUV£7TE8I8OTO iv 
айтф x a l T) TTJS @E6TT]TO<; cpavEpcoaic., x a t ISEIXVUTO rcapa 
Taa iv , OTi vaoc; ©EOU iari, xai ©eoc; rjv EV тф aa>[iaTi» . — 
For as the body increases in stature, the manifestation of 
the Godhead developed there, and it is shown to all that 
the body was God's temple and that God was in the 
temple 2 6 0 . 
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The sanctified Christian gradually moves from an initial 
possession of the Word toward self-abandonment in him. God 
takes over and comes to be more clearly manifest in the soul just 
as he is in Christ. Our Lord lives in us as in a temple by an ac

cidental union of two persons in Christ. The 'spousal bond' of 
the Holy Spirit moves the soul to become one with the Logos261. 

We return again to the Athanasian [xopqnfj Xpioroû impressed by 
the seal of the Spirit. Just as the child Jesus advanced in wisdom 
and stature before God and men, so too all mankind can grow 
in that wisdom 2 6 2 . Spiritual growth in Christ enables man to 
transcend the normal operations of his nature. God makes us an 
organ or instrument of His wisdom by giving us the Holy Spirit: 

«Tè àv6po)7tivov èv TFI Sotpt'a upoéxontev, orcepavafiaTvov хост' 
ÔXIYOV rr|v àvPpcoTttvT)v cpoaiv, xal [ko7totou[Aevov, xai ôpyavov 
auxf)ç 7tpàç TTJV èvépyeiav t f j ç ©ÊOTTJTOÇ xal vr\v êxXafiçtv 
aÔTfjç yivôu-evov xal çaivofxevov яаоч». — Manhood advanced 
in Wisdom transcending by degrees human nature, and 
being divinized he becomes and appears to all as the 
[organon [organ] of Wisdom for the operation and shin

ing forth of the Godhead 2 6 3. 

«Не who gives the Spirit is also said to be made, that is, 
to be made among us Lord because of his manhood while 
giving the Spirit because he is God's Word» 2 6 4 . 

The Lord actively directs the sanctification of his members. 
He sanctified himself in the Spirit in order to make each one's in

dividual sanctification possible 2 6 5 . Even his human body was 
made a participant of the Son of God by way of the xâpiq given 
by the Ilveûfxa266. In summary, the Word of God is sanctity and 
the instrument of that sanctification is the Holy Spirit 2 6 7 . And 
the two divine persons forge a new morfhv Cristou' in each 
member of the Church to manifest God's presence. 

b) Vivificatio Corporis Christi per Spiritum Sanctum sicut 
Animae 

Our sanctification consists in a divinizing transformation of 
the human soul. It would be incorrect, or at least incomplete, to 
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say that our human nature was changed by the Holy Spirit. This 
transformation heals and restores the original state of man. It is 
not a mere juridical liberation because it has an ontological effect, 
it affects the very being of man 2 6 8 . The Spirit is the vital princi
ple or soul of Christ's flesh, and of all the human members of 
his living body in the Church: «he made us to walk no longer 
according to the flesh, rather according to the Spirit* 2 6 9 . 
Athanasius closely follows Pauline pneumatology here: «if we live 
by the Spirit, also we walk by the Spirit* (Gal 5, 25) 2 7 0 . The 
function of the Holy Spirit, then, is two-fold: union and vivifica-
tion of the the «mystical body* of Christ. 

The Holy Spirit builds souls upon the foundational rock of 
Christ's glorified body. Then the Logos sanctifies himself, and all 
of us, as the Lord of sanctification2 7 1. This follows the familiar 
Christian axiom concerning the struggle for sanctity, the saint 
strives each day to sanctify himself more (cf. Apoc. 22, 11). While 
the Logos gives man a share in his sanctity, the Holy Spirit draws 
him into the triune relations of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 
The Holy Spirit is communion, the Son is filiation, and the 
Father is paternity 2 7 2 . Christ's body continues to be an instru
ment of salvation in the Church. During his earthly life the body 
of Our Lord made the light of the Logos visible as if it were 
refracted in a prism 2 7 3 . Now his glorious body is seen in the 
Church, where the Spirit m a k e s the lux Verbi visible in the life 
and work of Christians. 

VII. SUMMARY 

We have reviewed a number of different themes in the work 
of St. Athanasius. Our principal interest has been those aspects of 
his theology that are most directly related to the Holy Spirit. We 
have investigated the role that the third person of the Blessed 
Trinity carries out in the sanctification of a Christian. To that 
end we have analyzed Athanasius' use of the concept of diviniza-
tion. This process of sanctification is a spiritual assimilation to the 
Resurrected Christ, and a mystical conformation to his image as 
the Son of God. We acquire this «image» by spiritual contact with 
the Holy Spirit who, as a seal, imprints the form of the Incarnate 
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Logos, Jesus Christ. The seal is an anointing that marks us with 
the bonus odor Christi and logifies our human nature. 

Although the personal character of the Holy Spirit is not 
strongly emphasized in his writings, Athanasius does seem to af
firm that this mode of divine presence in the soul. The Holy 
Spirit enables a man to converse with God by enlightening the 
mind, the so-called nous. This illumination allows divine things to 
be appreciated and contemplated. Our intellectual or cognitive 
powers are included in the grace of adoptive filiation received in 
the sacrament of Baptism. Our new filial relationship brings God 
into the soul where we contemplate him. 

It is interesting that Athanasius speaks of all created things 
participating in life through the Spirit. He is depicted as the 
breath of God who gives life to all creation. However, angels and 
men enjoy a more profound ontological participation. They can 
actually enter into the triune life of God in the Spirit. This doc
trine is a natural consequence of his Christology and soteriology. 
The Son is the essence of filiation, in Christ the Filiation of the 
Father is present. In a similar way, the Holy Spirit is the essence 
of receiving all that is given by God, he is a receptacle of Filia
tion. Therefore, our adopted filiation is now greater than the son-
ship enjoyed by Adam as designed in the original plan of salva
tion. 

At this early stage of theological development it seems that 
Athanasius understood God's grace to be first and foremost a 
divine favor. The Holy Spirit restores our lost inheritance and ad
ministers grace to cure us of sin and to elevate our minds to 
know and love God. If Athanasius did in fact believe that Christ 
had a human soul, his nous was re-created at the moment of the 
Incarnation. And our incorporation into his «mystical body» takes 
place by means of an act of faith on the part of the nous. The 
Spirit of Christ is the divine Gift of faith, hope and charity, the 
personification of God's self-donation to man. We receive the 
Logos of God, the Nous, with the act of faith. The Holy Spirit 
is the «hand of God» that inserts us into the Trinity by giving 
us the belief in Christ as divine. And we can know God and 
ourselves by studying the life of Jesus Christ, the Incarnate Nous. 

Finally, our community of divine life is compared to the 
spousal bond that joins man and woman in matrimony. It is a 
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permanent union like that of Christ with his Church. This power 
of adherence influences our behavior so that we can live Christian 
virtues that far exceed our normal capacity. Christians imitate the 
God-man by living for the glory of God above all other concerns, 
rejecting the attraction of the passions and striving for a simplicity 
that looks only to serve others. This new race of men learns to 
completely surrender themselves to the work of God by the prac
tice of virtue, actions that we term Christian because they repre
sent Jesus Christ of Nazareth to men of all time. 
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